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FROM

Archibald Cox, Henry Ruth,
Chuck Breyer, Carl Feldbaum, Phil Lacovara,
Peter Kriendler, Dave Kaye

: Phil Bakes

SUBJECT : John Ehrlichman
This is a thumb-nail sketch of the evidence
against John D Ehrlichman in connection with his
prior knowledge of the Fielding break-in. It
includes only those items which are provable in our
case-in-chief except that items bracketed indicate
we’ll need Krogh to prove it.
i. Ehrlichman has testified that he understood
the job for which Hunt was hired was to do an "analysis"
of the Pentagon Papers to determine their accuracy
and then release results of that analysis to the
press. Ehrlic~man has also testified that Patrick
B~chanan was considered for the same job, i.e., do
an analysis of the Pentagon Papers. Buchanan, howe~er,
has testified that he was approached for the job an~
he recalls a Jul# 6, 1971 meeting in Ehrlichman’s
office where Chuck Colson and Bob Haldeman were

present part of the time. The proposal made to him
then was two-fold; that is, (I) he should oversee,
coordinate and head-up the Bob Mardian investigation
of Ellsberg, generally oversee the matter and receive
all the material, including reports, etc., at the
White House; and (2) act as the person at the White

House to plant leaks about Ellsberg to friendly
columnists and reporters. The rationale for planting
leaks was to combat what the White House then. per- i
ceived as bad publicity and to turn the Ellsberg

i

matter around to the White House’s political advantage.
Buchanan recalls no suggestion or discussion
’
about Buchanan doing any kind of study of the Pentagon

Papers, nor even a suggestion that he should read
the Pentagon Papers or read State Department cables
concerning the subject matters discussed or revealed
in the Pentagon Papers. Buchanan says he firmly
believed that the strategy of leaking anti-Ellsberg.,
mater±a1 to the press would be counter-productive,

Subsequent to the July 6 meeting, he wrote a 3 i/2-pa.ge,
single-spaced memorandum to Ehrlichman on July
voicing his objections.
2. By memo dated July 6, 1971, Charles Colson
informed John Ehrlichman that he had "just had another
conversation with Buchanan who very strongly believes
that he is not the man for this project," but that
Hunt was "dying to get with it" and suggested that
Ehrlichman should get together with Hunt "to assure
yourself as to the kind of man we’re getting."

3. On July 7, 1971, Hunt, Colson, and Ehrlichman "
met in Ehrlichman’s office. Ehrlichman knew about

Hunt’s CIA background. Immediately thereafter, Hunt
was hired. Colson says Ehrlichman hired Hunt, and
Ehrlichman says Colson hired Hunt.
4. ¯ An interest in the investigation of Ellsberg
by Charles Colson and John Ehrlichman is evidenced
by a memorandum dated July 6, 1971 .from Colson to
Ehrlichman in which Colson suggests to Ehrlichman
that a Brookings Study project "be promptly investigated" because "Ellsberg was named as a member of the
outside advisory group." Two other memoranda from
Colson to Ehrlichman tie Colson into the fact-gathering
memos of July 7, 1971 and July 16,
point is that Ehrlichman will have a tough
separating himself from Colson in light of these

5. On July 28, 1971, Hunt sent to Colson a
memorandum in which he proposed a "skeletal operations
plan aimed at building a file on Ellsberg that will .
contain all available overt, covert and derogatory
information. This basic tool is essential in determining how to destroy his public image and credibility." One of the items listed was "Obtain .~llsberg...~...s
files from his psychiatric analyst;" under memo dated
August 3, 1971 from Bud Krogh and David Young to
Charles Colson, after listing four items from the
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July 28 memo which had been followed-up it was stated
that "we will look into the other suggestions which
Hunt made" in his July 28 memo.
5a. Young will testify that prior to the
AugUst ii memo, he and Krogh told Ehrlichman that
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist had refused to be interviewed
by the FBI and that Hunt suggested a covert operation
to get the files in order to assist in the psychological assessment of Ellsberg. Ehrlichman responded
by saying "let’s think about it."
6. [After receiving the "unsatisfactory psychological profile from the CIA, but before the August ii
memorandum was received by Ehrlichman, Krogh through
his attorney has revealed that discussions between
him and Ehrlichman took place in which "other means"
to secure the information were discussed and a possible
break-in was approved by Ehrlichman under the condition
that it could not be traceable to him and the White
House.]
7. On August II, 1971, Krogh and Young sent a
memo to Ehrlichman -- a status report -- in which
item 2 read as follows:
(2) We have received the CIA preliminary
psychological study (copy attached at Tab A) which
I must say I am disappointed in and consider very
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suPerficial. We will meet tomorrow with the head
psychiatrist, Mr. Bernard Malloy, to impress upon
him the detail and depth that we expect. We will
also make available here some other information we
have received from the FBI on Ellsberg. In this
connection we would recommend that a covert operation
be undertaken to examine all the medical files still

4a

held by Ellsber~s psychoanalyst covering the two-year
period in which he was undergoing analysis.
Approve

Disapprove

8. By an undated transmittal slip from John
Ehrlichman to Young and Krogh, Ehrlichman returned

the August ii memo and approved item 2 ("covert
operation . . . to examine all the medical files
still held by Ellsberg’s psychoanalyst ....") and
indicated his approval in writing (which he has
authenticated before the grand jury) !/ by his initial
"E" after the line labeled "Approve" and/by writing
below that "if done under your assurance that it is

not traceable."

In his May. 14 grand jury appearance, Ehrlichman,
~ effect, denied pre-break-in knowledge concerning
the matters alluded to in paragraph 2 of the August ii
memorandum; namely, (a) a psychological profile,
(b) the existence of an Ellsberg psychiatrist, and
(c) a covert plan to obtain Ellsberg’s psychiatric
records. Not until the existence of the August Ii
memo became publicly known on June 13, 1973, did
Ehrlichman have reason to believe that his denials
would ever be proven false. Subsequent to June 13,
Ehrlichman has "recanted" at every available forum
where he has been under oath, explaining that the
Nedzi Committee on June 13 asked him about the June 13
newspaper article (re: August Ii memo) and, as a
result, he reviewed his files and refreshed his
recollection on the three items mentioned above but
asserts that he honestly didn’t remember on May 14.
See generallY the Ehrlichman Perjury Prosecution
Memorandum~

a memo to Charles Colson with an attached memorandum
that described Ellsberg’s lawyer in derogatory terms.
The memo read: "The attached memorandum by Howard
Hunt’should be useful in connection with the recent
request that we get something out on Ellsberg.."
i0. A memorandum of August 26, 1971, to John
Ehrlichman from David Young which sets out various
strategies for starting a Congressional investigation
of the Pentagon Papers and "to. identify Ellsberg’s
associates and supporters on the new left with [a]

negative image." Item 9 reads:
,"(9) How quickly do we want to bring about
a change in Ellsberg’s image?*

. ~

*In connection with issue (9), it is important to
point out that with the recent article on Ellsberg’s
lawyer, Boudin, we have already started on a negative
press image for Ellsberg. If the present Hunt/Liddy
Project #i is successful, it will be absolutely essential to have an overall game plan developed for its
use in conjunction with the Congressional investigation.
In this connection," I believe that the point of Buchanan’s
memorandum on attacking Ellsberg through the press
should be borne in mind; namely, that the situation
being attacked is too big to be undermined by planted
leaks among the friendly press.
If there is to be any damaging of Ellsberg’s image and
those associated with him, it will therefore be necessary to fold in the press planting with the Congressional
investigation. I mentioned these points to Colson earlier
this week, and his reply was that we should just leave
it to him and he would take care of getting the information out. I believe, however, that in order to orchestrate

this whole operation we have to be aware of precisely
what Colson wants to do."
Recommendation: That you sign the memorandum to Colson
asking him to draw up a game plan (Tab A).
¯ii. [Krogh, through his attorney, says that
he met with Colson sometime after Ehrlichman told
him (Krogh) that Colson was to furnish the cash for
the break-in. Krogh told Colson about Ehrlichman’s
order, that the f~nds were for the Hunt and Liddy
operation, were for Hunt’s boys, that the money must
benon-governmental because governmental money is
traceable, and that the funds must be in cash, and
that Hunt’s and Liddy’s boys only need expenses, not
payment. Colson said he could not give him the money.
without checking with Ehrlichman.
12. During theweek of August 22, 1971, Young
spoke to Colson.
young: Are you aware that Ehrlichman has approved
Hunt and Liddy going to California?
Colson: Yes, I am.
~- Young: If we go ahead with a Congressional
investigation we will need some plan to get the
information out from the California operation.

Co!so~: I’ll take care of that.
Young: Krogh tells me that you are to provide
financing for the trip to California. [Young says
he "could have said specifically with regard to the
examination of the psychiatrist’s files, but I don’t
know. "]
Colson: Yes, I’m going to talk to. Ehrlichman

about that.
13. Ehrli~hman claims that he can’t recall asking
Colson to provide funds but it may have happened and
he may have talked to Colson about it.
14. On August 27, 1971, Ehrlichman sent a memo
to Colson:
"SUBJECT

HUNT/LIDDY SPECIAL PROJECT #i

On the assumption that the proposed undertaking
by Hunt and Liddy would be carried out, and would
be successful, I would appreciate receiving from
you by next Wednesday a game plan as to how and
when you believe the materials should be used."
(Ehrlichman has authenticated his big "E" which appears
on the memo but claims that he did not know what Hunt/

Liddy Special Project #i was.)
.... 15. General Robert E. Cushman called Ehrlichman
on the morning of August 27, 1971 (the day Hunt and
Liddy returned from their reconnaisance trip and the
day they had the pictures developed by the CIA) and
told him that Hunt’s demands were excessive and might
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involve the Agency in things relating to American
citizens. Ehrlichman told Cushman that it was o.k.
to cut off Hunt.
16. On Monday, August 30, or Tuesday, August 31,
Krogh and Young called Ehrlichman in Cape Cod and told
Ehrlichman that Hunt and Liddy had returned from
California, that the Hunt and Liddy operation was
feasible, that Hunt and Liddy were going to use some
ex-CIA associates, and, in response to Ehrlichman’s

question as to what their opinion.was, that they
thought it should go ahead. Ehrlichman responded
by saying "Fine, go ahead," and told Krogh to let him
know of the results. (Ehrlichman denies this.)

17. [Krogh confirms the phone conversation
but says things were a little more detailed, i.___~e.,
they told Ehrlichman about payments for the Cubans].
18. Young has testified that after the break-in
both Hunt and Liddy recommended a break-in of Fieldin~’s
apartment to get ~he files. Young was against this
and told that to Hunt and Liddy. Subsequently, in a
meeting with Ehrlichman and "probably" Krogh, Young
mentioned that Hunt and Liddy had.recommended an
apartment break-in but that he and Krogh were againsti
it, Ehrlichman agreed and said that "it [the apartmelnt
break-in] was not necessary." (Ehrlichman claims that
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he never heard or passed upon any suggestion by anyone
to enter Fielding’s residence.)
19. Young has testified as follows:
Q. Do you feel at that time and how you
undeJrstood your responsibilities and the authority,
did you feel that you had the authority to authorize
that [break-in of Fielding’s residence] if, in fact,
you did want to authorize that or would recommend
that?
A.

No.

Q.

Who had that authority, ~. Young?

A.

In my opinion, Mr. Ehrlichman.

Q.

Did Mr. Krogh have that authority inde-

pendently of Mr. Ehrlichman or independently of yourself?
A.

Not in my own mind, certainly. I felt

Mr. Ehrlichman was the one responsible for the whole
project to the President, and he was the one that had
the authority.
20. [After the operation, Hunt and Liddy recommended breaking into Fielding’s home, but Krogh and
Young were against this. Krogh, however, did not
have the authority to approve or disapprove of that,
so he went to Ehrlichman who concurred and disapproved.
Ehrlichman did not admonish Krogh, ball him out, act .
surprised, appalled, or anything of the sort when the

I0

details of the office break-in were revealed to him,
which is directly contrary to Ehrlichman’s sworn
testimony in several forums.]
21. On or about December 13, 1972, Cushman told
ColSy that Ehrlichman had called him in July 1972
requesting assistance for Howard Hunt. Later, around
December 15, Ehrlichman called Cushman and denied
making the call on July 7. Cushman says he was
shaken in his recollection because of what Ehrlichman
said and, on Ehrlichman’s suggestion, Cushman prepared
a memorandum dated January 8, 1973 in which Cushman
identified the caller as either Ehrlichman, Colson
or Dean. After sending the memo to Ehrlichman, Cushman
received a call from Ehrlichman who repeated his contention that he did not make the’call and pressed
Cushman as to whether Cushman had records to prove
that he had made the call, and if not, his name should
not be in the memo. As a result, Cushman wrote a
January I0, 1973 memo where he identified the caller
as someone he can’t recollect. (Cushman now is firm
on the fact that Ehrlichman called him July 7, and
there are two pieces of CIA evidence to corroborate

this.)
22. [On or about March 21, 1973, Ehrlichman

¯

suggested that Krogh see Kleindienst and arrange for
a "special type of immunity" for Krogh that Kleindienst
ii

could approve on the notion that he (Krogh)~ and Young
show that the Fielding break-in was only the result
of an unauthorized Hunt and Liddy frolic. Krogh said
he couldn’t do it because it wasn’t true, that the
break-in was in fact authorized. Ehrlichman let the
matter drop there.]
23. [On or about March 22, Ehrlichman called
Krogh at home and told Krogh not to worry about Hunt’s
testimony because John Mitchell was taking care of
Hunt and paying all the defendants in the Watergate
case, and that Hunt would not reveal the Fielding
break-in.]
24. On March 27, 1973, Young met with Ehrlichman.
Young describes the circumstances as follows:
"On Monday, March 26, pursuant to a request
by Mr. Ehrlichman made through his secretary on the
previous Friday, I sent a large briefcase containing
files on the Pentagon Papers investigation to him in
his office in the west wing of the White House. On
Tuesday, March 27, Mr. Ehrlichman asked me to come
60 his office. He told me that Mr. Hunt might be
going public on the California operation, which was
the reason he wanted to review the files. He said
the President was aware of the whole matter, which
he had ~iscussed with him. He then explained that
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Bud Krogh had been in to see him the previous week
and that Bud felt that the whole California matter
was his (Mr. Krogh’s) responsibility and that
Mr. Ehrlichman had not known about it until K~
after it occurred. Mr. Ehrlichman said that he did
recall Bud telling him afterwards what had happened
and showing him some pictures of what had been done~
but his present recollection was that he did not
know about the matter beforehand. He said that
he did recall telling Bud there should be no further
operations like that. I said that I had been away
on vacation when the operation had occurred and
Mr. Ehrlichman interjected that then I did not know
about it either. I said no, I had known about it
beforehand and my clear recollection was that he
also had known about it. I explained that, in fact,
his approval of the matter was reflected in a couple
of the memos in the envelope in the briefcase, and
X pointed to the briefcase. Mr. Ehrlichman replied
that there was no question about what had actually
happened but that he had taken those memos out and
thought he should keep them because they were a littl!e
too sensitive and showed too much forethought. I
said that Mr. Hunt and Mr. Liddy or someone else

13

might have copies. Mr. Ehrlichman replied that he
would have to take that chance. I then asked what
he was going to do if the whole matter broke. He
said that it would be explained that it was not an
operition lightly done but was similar to a national
security wiretap operation -- then we’d just button
up."
25. [On or about April 30, 1973, JDE called
Krogh and told him to go ahead and file an affidavit
with Judge Byrne (in which Krogh took all responsibility for Fielding break-in) and that the President
approved. Later Leonard Garment called from the White
House to say that JDE no longer speaks for the
P~esident.]
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WATERGATE SPECIAT ~ROSECUTIONFORCE

,DEPARTMENT OF J[ISTICE

Memoranaum
TO

FROM

¯

Messrs. Co~Qx+~Ruth, Merrill,
Breyer, ~Rient, Kreindler
and Feldba~m

DATE

Sept. 28, 1973

: Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the SpecialS]
Prosecutor

SUBJECT: Possible Perjury Charges Against John Ehrlichman
and Evil Krogh Re: Fieldin9 Break-in
Forwarded is a memorandum prepared by Maureen
Gevlin which thoroughly examines the proposed perjury
prosecution of Ehrlichman and Krogh. I agree with
her analysis and conclusion and recommend that we have
substantial charges under 18 U.S. Code 1623 against
bothmen.

Attachment
cc:

Maureen Gevlin
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" Philip A, Lacovara

TO

~i’n~: Sept. 26~ 1973

~ROM " Maureen E. Gevlin

SUBJECT :

Perjury - Statements of Egil Krough and John
Ebrlichman Concerni~$ the Fieldin_~<_Operation

I. Facts
During the original Watergate investigation
in the summer of 1972, John Dean arranged with the prosecutors for White House personnel to be deposed rather
than called before the Grand Jury. On August 28, 1972:,
Egi! Krough’s deposition was taken for use in the Grand
Jury proceedings, although it does not so state on the
record, and arrangements were not made directly with
Krough A’~ the time of the deposition, the
was ~n~u~t~oat~ng
~ ,~, _. ~ ~. the Watergate break-in in an
-z anct
Jury
effort
to determine who besides the five burglars had been
involved. The Ellsbezg-Pmelding operation was as yet
unknown, however, the prosecutors had evidence in the
form of travel and hotel receipts which showed that Hunt
and Liddy traw~led to California on at least four
occasions in the second half of 19’[1, and used the same
aliases which were used by them in the Watergate b
During the deposition, Krough was questioned as to the
travel of Hunt and Liddy while they were working at
the White House; he did not disclose the California
trips, and denied knowledge of any trips aside from two
which he mentioned. John Dean may testify that prior
to the deposition, he told Krough that the President
wanted him to "lie like he never lied before."
On May 14, 1973, John Ehrlichman appeared
before the Grand Jury, wh.ich at that time was investigating both the Watergate break-in and the cover-up. The
Fielding operation was known by this point. Ehrlichman
testified that he had no knowledge that a psychological
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profile of Ellsberg was being drawn up until after the
break-in; had not known and had not discussed what
Hunt, Liddy et al were going to do to uncover more information about Ellsberg; was not aware of having seen any
material indicating that Ellsberg was under treatment or
in analysis; and had no knowledge prior to the break-in
that am effort would be made to obtain information from
E!!sberg’s psybhiatrist. He did, however, testify that
he knew prior to the break-in that an investigation was
being made into Ellsberg’s mental attitudes, habits,
and behavior, and that he had authorized Hunt and Liddy’s
"trip west" to do a "so called covert operation."
Subsequently, Ehrlichman has appeared before the Watergate
Grant Jury and admitted that his original testimony re
knowledge of the psychological profile was wrong,
claiming that his memory has been refreshed. Prior to
this "recantation", however, he was aware of the existence
of a memorandum which would prove the falsity of his
original testimony.
Krough’s denial of knowledge of the California
trips, and Ehrlichman’s original denial of prior knowledge
of the psychological profile can be proven willfully false,
even under the two-witness rule of 18 U.S.C. 1621.
II. Issues Presented
A. Are the statements of Krough and Ehrlichman
sufficiently material to the Grand Jury’s investigation
to support a perjury charge under 1621 or 16237
B. Should the indictments be brought under
1621 or 1623:
Were Krough’s statements made in a proceeding "ancillary" to a grand jury,
so as to come within 16237
o

Were Krough’s statements made in-a
"case in which a law of the United
States authorizes an oath to be
administered" so as to satisfy the
requirements of 1621?
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Does Ehrlichman~s recent admission
before the Watergate Grand Jury that
his original testimony was wrong
constitute a recantation under 1623(d)
which bars his prosecution?
C. Of what relevance is the claim that allegedly
perjurious statements were made for the purpose of protecting a national security interest? Could "national
security" constitute a valid defense to Krough’s or
Ehrlichman’s perjury charge?
II!. Conclusions:
A. Both Krough’s and Ehrlichman’s testimony
appear to satisfy the standard of materiality required
in perjury cases arising from statements made to a grand
jury.
B. There may be some advantage to bringing
Krough’s indictment under 1623~(aside from the easier
standard of proof). While there is some advantag~____~p
proceeding against Ehrlichman under 1621~ it is
not clearly preferable to 1623:
Nothing was found which would indicate
what is meant by "ancillary" in 1623.
However an argument can be made that the
statute contemplates proceedings
ancillary to a grand jury, and that
Krough’s deposition was such a proceeding.
It could be argued that the oath administered to KrQugh was not authorized by
a law of the United States as required
by 1621. While this argument would
probably fail, our counter-argument
rests largely on the fact that Krough’s
deposition was taken to be used in a
grand jury proceeding - i.e. if Krough’s
deposition comes within 1621, it is for
the same reason which bring it within
"ancillary" under 1623.
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Recantation is not a defense under
1621; there might be an argument that
Ehrlichman’s latest grant jury testimony activates the recantation bar of
1623(d). However, there is a good
argument that Ehrlichman does not come
within 1623(d); there is also some
question of whether a prosecution can
be brought under 1621 to avoid a recantation bar under 1623.
C. It is unlikely that "national security" could
be used as a defense to these perjury prosecutions. Good
motive is not a defense to perjury; no support was found
for the argument that a witness with a privilege not to
answer may falsely answer; the national security problem
would not fall within the recognized duress defense;
and the facts of this case do not support an argument
that asserting privilege would have endangered national
security.
IV.

Discussion
A. Materiality

i. Test of materia!ity in a grand .jury proceeding. In prosecutions for pe~ry under both 18
USC 1621 and 1623, It must be established that the
false statements were material to the proceeding i n which
they were made. The traditional test of materiality,
applied in court and agency proceedings, is whether the
false testimony is capable of influencing the tribunal
on the issue befbre it. See, e.~., Fraser v. United
States, lq4 F2d 145 (6 Ci~i 19~4), cert den ~2~’ U.S. 8~2;
May v. United States 280 F2d 5~5 (6 Cir 1960); United
B~-~t~s v. ±~ard±, 145 F. Supp. 353 (D.D.C. 1956). The"
test of materiality of perjured statements made to a
grand jury, however, is "w~ether the false
has a natural effect or tendency to influence, impede
or dissuade the grand ~ury ~’rom pursuing its investisation." Carroll v. United Statues, 16 F2d 951,~ 953
~(2 Cir. 19) See also, United States v. ~aza~os, 48.0 .
F2d 17~ ~o CTr~-I97~; .Unl~ed Shares v. ~ion,
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F2d 901 (5 Cir. 1972); United St~ates v ~ Lococo, 450
F2d 1196 (9 Cir. 1971)(test is whether the false
testimony has a natural tendency to influence the ~rand
jury in its investigation), i/
The rationale behind the different standard
of materia!ity in grand jury proceedings was~discussed
in United States v. Ston_~e, 429 F2d 138 (2 Cir. 1970):
"...materiality of statements made in a grand
jury investigation may more readily appear
than that of similar evidence offered on an issue
in civil or criminal litigation, since the
purpose of the investigation is ~o ~et ~t
facts which will enable the grand jury to
d~termine whether formal charges should be
made against someone rather than prove matt~
directly at issue...Leads to further inquiry
,~may be of material Worth to an investlg~O~ ....
Thus the test of materiality is whether the
~alse testimony has the natural effect or
tendency to impede, influence or dissuade
the grand jury from pursuing its investigation."
The false testimony need not be material to the
main subject of the investigation, so long as it
satisfies the test for materiaiity on a subsidiary issue
under inquiry. United States v. Tyrone, ~51 F2d 16
(9 Cir. 1971); United States v. Cu!verhouse, ~36 F2d
1068 (5 Cir. 19~I). Thus, it is not necessary to
establish a direct connection between the matter testified to falsely and the criminal activity under
investigation. United States v. Lococo, ~upra. In
Lococo, the defendant had appeared before a grand jury
investigating fixed horse races and illegallgam~ling;
his false testimony consisted of denying that he had
made phone calls to a certain individual. The court

i/
No District of Columbia cases were found which
discuss materiality in a grand jury proceeding. There
does not appear to be any division of opinion among the
circuits on this question, however.
¯
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specifically rejected the defendant’s argument that
in order to establish materiality, the government had
to present some evidence linking the denied calls to the
criminal activity belng investigated, stating that it
was sufficient that the calls might have established a
~ink between him and another under investigation for
gambling.
Similarly, there ls no requirement that the false
testimony actually impede the grand jury’s investigation.
Vltello v. United States, 425 F2d. 416 (9th Cir. 1970);
United States v. Gremilli.on, supra." Later proof that
a truthful statement would not have helped the grand
jury does not render the false testimony immaterial."
~ United States v. Lococo, supra at 1199. A series’of
second circuit decisions helps to clarify the meaning
of the "natural tendency," but "need not actually impede"
test. In United States v. ~legel, 263 F.2d 530 (2d Cir.
1959), Judge Hand stated that "A question is’material’
no matter what the answer may be, unless it appears by
its terms that the answer cannot be ’material.’" In
Slegel, the perjury c~arge was based on the defendant’s
false testimony that he had supplied orlginal transcripts
of certain interviews, when in fact he had doctored them
to delete references to some individuals, who had not
been invovled in the interviews. Judge Hand assumed
arguendo that the deleted passages would have contributed
nothing to the grand jury’s investigation, but held that ~a~
neither would excuse the perjury, nor indicate that 1~
pertained to an immaterial matter.
In United States v. Freedman, 445 F.2d 1220, (2d
Cir. 197~) the court apparently retreated from Siegel’s
broadimplication that the information which would have
been revealed by a truthful answer is totally irrelevant
to determining materiality. ~he court stated that the
"natural tendency" test requires that it be shownthat
"a truthful answer would have been of sufficient probative
importance to the inquiry so that~ as a minimum~ further
fruitful investigation would have occurred" p. 1227.
Applying this standard to an indictment based on false
denlals of any transactions by a witness in an SEC investigation, the court reversed convictions on several counts
because the only transactions which a truthful answer
would have revealed were not connected with the comDgnies
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under investigation. 3/ In United States v. Birrell,
470 F.2d 113 (2d Cir. T972), the court in turn retracted
Freedman’s implication that the "further fruitful
investigation" standard requires the prosecution to show
that a truthful answer would have aided the investigation
in the sense of uncovering dispositive information. There,
the perjury charge was based on false statements in an
affidavit filed to obtain court appointed counsel.
Although the conviction wasreversed on other grounds, the
court rejected defendant’s contention that his false
statements were immaterial because truthful answers would
still have entitled him to court appointed counsel° The
court focused on the fact that truthful statements may
have led to some investigation into whether counsel should
be appointed.
In summary the~ the test of materiality is met if it can
be shown that the false statements pertained to a subject of
e~Jg~and jury’s investigation, not necessarily the main
j~ct; it~need only be demonstrated that truthful answers
~d have.merited some further investigation into that
ject, and not that the grand jury would have actually
uncovered further evidence of criminal actively, or that
the outcome of its investigation would have been different.
See, e.g., United States v. Di~polito, 433 F.2d 1089-(~th
Cir. 1970). This test for materiality however~ must be met
a_~t~the time the false testimon~.~was given. "[M]ateriality
refers merely to the relationship between the interrogation
and the grand jury’s objective at the time." United States
v. McFarland, 371 F.2d 701, 704 (2d Cir. 1971); United States

~

3_/ The Freedman case, and United States v. Birrell, infra,
did not involve grand jury investigations. However, the
decisions are relevant here, because the courts were~
applying the same standard of materiality which is used for
prosecutions stemming from perjury before a grand jury. It
should also be noted, though, that Freedman
might have
been decided differently had a grand jury, and not SEC inquiry
been involved. The Freedman court observed that truthful
answers, immaterial to the actual subject of the investigation,
would have been material had defendant’s fitness as a registration broker been the subject of investigation. A
grand jury’s inquiry is not necessarily limited to uncovering
particular forms of misconduct, as the court assumed that an
SEC investigation was. See Branzbur~ v. Hayes, ~ U.S.
665, 688 (1972).
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V. Lococo, supra, at 1199; See also, United States v
Cross, 170 F. Supp. 303, 309(D.D.C. 1959).. It must be
shown, therefore, that Krough’s and Ehrlichman’s
testimony~_ was material to the investigation of the
Watergate grand jury at the time it was @iven~ and not
that it is ~~j~material to an i.nv~stigation of the Fieldi~
~reak-in.) ~h~ ~,Z~i~\ ~ ’~_J._~ ~
2. Materiality - ~.r0ugh.
At the time of Krough’s deposition, the grand jury was
examining the circumstances surrounding the Watergate
break-in. Hunt and Liddy were prime targets, and the
investigation was focusing upon the question of what
persons were directing their activities,and what connection
there was between them and their past employers. It was
particularly important to the grand jury to determine
accurately the nature of White House involvement with
prime targests of its inquiry, since White House personnel
were among those with a motive to direct the crimina!
activity under investigation. The nature and extent of
Hunt and Liddy’s White House activities, who knew of
those activities, and the manner in which they were carried
out would al! bear upon the question of who, if anyone,
in addition to Hunt, Liddy and the five already arrested
may have been involved in the Watergate break-in. The
fact that the prosecutors had evidence, prior to Krough’s
deposition, of the California trips and knew that Hunt
and Liddy had used the same aliases on those trips as
they had used in connection with the Watergate, provides
strong evidence of the materiality of Krough’s deni&Is.
Truthful answers by Krough would have increased the
evidence on Hunt and Liddy’s White HOuse involvement
(the greater the evidence of past involvement, the more
reason to examine the possibility that the Watergate
operation may have been directed by past or present White
House officials), demonstrated the extent of Krough%s
own knowledge of Hunt’s and Liddy’s activities, and afforded
an opportunity to examine Krough on the purpose of the
California trips (which examination could have shown
knowledge by White House personnel of clandestine
activities by Hunt and Liddy). In short, had Krough
admitted knowledge of the trips an additional link would
have been shown between White House personnel and prime
targets of the grand jury’s investigation. (Compare
Lococo, where trhthful testimony would have linked witness
and One implicated in gambling activities)~. This link
- 8 -
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would certainly have merited further investigation. It
is irrelevant that the trips were not causally related
to the Watergate break-in (Lococo), or that full knowledge
of the Califor~i& trips may not have led the grand jury
to conclude that anyone aside from the seven actually
ind~cted w6re involved in Watergate (Birrell). It is
sufficient that the false testimony tended to "i~fluence,
impede or dissuade the grand jury from pursuing its
investigation" into the connection between Hunt and
Liddy and their former employers.
3. Materiality - Ehrlichman
By the time of Ehrlichman’s May 14, 1973,= testimony, the
grand jury was investigating involvement not only in the
Watergate breakCin, but also in alleged cover-up activities.
Ehrlichman’s false testimony as to the time of his knowledge of the psychologica! profile on Ellsberg, and his
knowledge of the type or subjects of Hunt’s and Liddy’s
investigation obviously do not relate directly to either
Watergate or the cover-up. However, his testimony was
nonetheless material, in the sense that it reflects both
u~on his motive to participate in the cover-up, and the
extent of his involvement in Hunt’s and Liddy’s clan--~tine, possibly criminal activities. Truthful admisslo~
that he had been-i~fo~ed 0f~ efforts to obtain information for a psychologica! profile prior to the Fielding
break-in would implicate him in the planning stage of one
of the plumbers’ more questionable activities. This
evidence of the extent to which he was kept informed of
Hunt’s and Liddy’s projects would give the grand jury more
reason to scrutinize the possibility that he would also
have been informed of the Watergate operation. Further,
more, even if the grand jury had no evidence linking
Ehrlichman with Watergate, the ext~n~ to which he had
reason to fear an investigation of the Fielding break-in
would nonetheless indicate the extent of his possible
motives for participating in the cover-up. False
testimony concealing the extent of a possible motive would
tend to influence or impede an investigation into criminal
activity.
T~e f~ct that Ehrlichman did admit knowledge of an invesi~ .
~n of Ellsberg, and that he approved a c~vert
^^~
operats~does not render his false denials i~rial, ![~iI~;~’
~ugh his admissions might tend to show the basic ~;~ ,~
~acts of involvement and motive which his perjury
~!~’
concealed. In United States v. Gremillion, ~.up~a, the
- 9 -
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defendant had admitted that he acted as an attorney for a
certain corporation, was paid for his services, and had
been offered stock; he falsely denied being a stockholder.
The court held that his relationship to the corporation
was material to the grand jury’s inquiry into allegedly
fraudulent stock sales by the corporation, and that his
false denial of stockholder status was not immaterial
because of his other admissions. It noted that a stockholder would have more motivation to be involved in the
corporation’s securities transactions than a professional
employee because of the possibility of self-enrichment.
In ~nited States v. Lococo, supra the defendant had
admitted knowing the individual to whom he falsely denied
making phone calls; his testimony was material, despite
the fact that the calls themselves were not shown to have
been pursuant to criminal activity, and were material only
in that they tended to establish a link between him and
the individual. In United States v. Ceccerelli,
350 F.Supp. 475(W.D. Penn. 1972)’ the grand jury was investigating organized crime, and the defendant, a police
officer, was questioned about meetings between himself and
a reputed numbers banker in early 1972. The defendant
admitted meeting with the racketeer"two or three times"
in early 1972, but denied meeting on a bench or in a car,
or that the meetings lasted up to one-half hour. The
court held that his false denials were material.
The above cases indicate Ehrlichman’s false testimony .on
the details of his prior knowledge of ~h~ Fielding
operation is not immaterial simply because he admitted
some involvement. Nor has it been rendered immaterial by
his subsequent admission that he. knew of the psychological
profile prior to the break-in, since, as set forth above,
~ateriality is tested as of the t~me of the in uir~~
B.

Coverage under ~1623 and ~1621
I.

Krough deposition as ancillary
to a grand jury proceeding.

~1623 applies to false material declarations made by one
"under oath in any proceeding before ~ ancillary to any
court or grand jury of the United States .......
This
statute was enacted in 1970 as Title IV of the Organized
Crime Control Act. Several other statutes enacted as
part of the Crime Contro! Act also refer to proceedings
"before or ancillary to any court or grand jury":
- i0 -
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28 U.S.C. ~1826 (recalcitrant witnesses); 18 U.S.C.
§6001, §6002 (immunity). Unfortunately, nothing was
found in the legislative history of the Act (including the
committee reports, hearings, or House and Senate hearings)
which would indicate what is meant by "ancillary."
Neither were any cases found under any of the statutes
dealing with this question.
Since the Organized Crime Control Act included a provision
expanding the use of depositions in criminal courts-proceedings; it would seem that "ancillary" was ihcluded at
the least to brlng per3ury committed in a deposition .....
taken for use at trial within the scope of ~1623.~This:~
conclusion is bolstered by ~1623(b), which pro-~es that ~
the statute applies whether or not the conduct occurred
within or without the United States; 22 U.S.C. 1195
provides for the U.S. consulates to take the depositions
of witnesses living abroad. If S1623 applies to depositions
taken for use in criminal trials, as it must if "ancillary"
is to have any meaning, it would seem that Congress
intended the liberalized perjury provisions of ~1623 to
be available when false testimogy is given for use in a
court proceeding, and not only when the perjury--~
actually committed in court. There seems to be no basis
for imposing an interpretation that ~1623 is not similarly
available for prosecuting perjurious statements given for
use in a grand jury.
The wording of the immunity statutes provides~ some slight
support for the argument that Congress contemplated proceedings ancillary to a grand jury, and not only ancillary
t a court. The general immunity statute, ~6002, refers
to a witness in a proceeding before or ancillary to
(i) a court or grand jury, (2) an agency, (3) either House
of Congress, or a committee. Of the succeeding specific
immunity statutes, however, only ~6003, the court or
grand jury statute, refers to a proceeding "before or
ancillary to;" ~6004 and ~6005 are limited to proceedings
before an agency, or before Congress. It would seem that
had C~ngress intended"to l~mit "ancillary" to only court~
and not grand jury proceedings, it would have done so.
The only basis for arguing that trial-connected depositions
f~ll within ~1623, while depositions in lieu of a grand
3~ry proceeding do not would seem to be that, unlike--depositions taken for use in court proceedings, n~ s--~atute,
rule, or regulation specifically authorizes deposing a
witness rather than callin@ him before~i~his
iack of specific authorization by n6 ~ans indicates that
the practices is not permitted, or has not been done before.
- ii -
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autnor~zlng de~sitlon ~ ~_ .~. ....pro~Islon speclficallv
31nce Costello v. United S ~
ta~es,
350 U~.
~~ ~.~
~ ~u~y- proceedings
estamlls.~bed
~ that
.......
--~ ~..ay
3~9
.
the _~over~ent
n
~
.obtaln
¯ . indic~nts
(19~6),
bas~ on hearsay evidence..
The fact that there is no specific authorization of
depositions in lieu of grand ju~-~ proceedings, if indeed
it is a problem at all, would appear to pose more difficulty
under S1621 than ~1623, as will be discussed infra.
Although no cases ~ere found of perjury prosec~ns based
on false statements in
situations
analogous
to !qr
,
no reason appears why there
should
n~ ~ ......
.-ough
........
~, aK
~east
under
su~m~oned
S1623. White
before
House
thePersonnel
gra~nd Jury,
were
atdeposed,
the request
rather
of the
than
White
House, transmitted throuqh John Dean, and not as a convenience
to the prosecution. Krough could not establish any prejudice attaching to him from this practice; it could not
be seriously argued that he was influenced ’to commit
perjury because~he was deposed, and wo~Id have testified
truthfully before a grand jury. While. neither Silbert nor
Campbell can recall sPeCifically discussing with Krough
that his deposition would be used in the grand jury prong;, we should be able to
establish
his testimony was sought for that
purpose. that Krough kn~w
In sun~.nary, Krou~h’ ~ ; .... ~ ~.
because he was under
~ ~ oath
~~=zon
mu ~should
¯ ,,
come w thin S1623
~testimon was i
¯ :~s.t na~e known that his
~ ~’~,~u commits er~
~
use in a grand Ju~v tends ~P:_~_~u~
in ~a deposition for
In~!~e~c~
less than one who perjures~uhimself
in Ets proceedings no
and no grounds appear ~m~ :~-~,.- . v.the 3ury
~" room,
no grounds appea~-for
their culpability.
~:~standards
une1~ o£~ense
under
d~fferen~"
statutes with different
of proof,
particularly
when S1623 specifically refers to one under oath in a proceeding ancillary to a court or grand jury.

8me pf the elements which must be established by the
prosecution in a S1621 perjury charge is that the false
testimony was given while the defendant was under an oath
administered by a competent tribunal, officer or person
- 12 -
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and law of ~le United States. United bnates v. Hvass,
355 U.S. 570. There are two possible problems with
establishing that Krough’s testimony was given in a
situation which satisfied this test. First~ the oath was
administered to Krough by a notary public of the District
of Columbia. Althouqh generally oaths in federal depositions
be administered by.anyone qualified to aSminister oaths
under local law, this ms by virtue of Rule 28 of the
.i Procedure, made applicable to cri
criminal depositions under 18 U.S.C. 3503; there apparently
is no general provision of federal law authorizing ~
oath in a federal proceeding to be administered by a
local official. Since Krough’s deposition was
pursuant to a civil action, nor 18 U.S.C. 3503,
we can point to no demonstrable authority for the proposition that Krough’s oath was administered by one competent
under federal law to do so in that situation. In United
States v. Curtis, 107 U.S. 671(1883), the Court dismissed
an indictment for perjury committed under oath administered
by a notary public, because it found while notaries were
competent toadminister some federa! oaths, they were
incompetent to administer th~<oath in question. "It is
fundamental in.the law of crimina! procedure that an oath
before one who has no legal authority to administer oaths
of a public nature, or before one who, although authorized
to administer some kinds of oaths, but not the one which
is brought in question, cannot amount to perjury ..... "
p. 508.
Secondly, even if the oath was administered by one generally
competent to administer them, it must be administered in
"a case in which a law of the United States authorizes"
one %-0 be administered, in united ~razes v. nvass, supra,
the Court held that this test Ss met if an oath ~-~ the proceeding in question is authorized by statute, rules and
re@ulations which have been lawfully ahthor~£Ad an hav9
a clear.legislative base, or decisional law. Hvass, at 570.
Arguably, Krough’s oath was not taken in a case in which
a law of the United States authorizes one to be administered,
for no statute, rule or regulation authorizes a deposition
under oath in lieu of a grand jury appearance. Furthermore, although cases such as United States v. Sweig,
su_~, and Costello v. United States, s.u~r.a~., could be
cited as decisional law permitting the use of depositions
in grand juryproceedings, ~hose cases specificall~d~
only with the question of the type of evidence which may
be considered by a grand jury as the basis for an indictment. It could be argued that they do not authorize a
deposition under oath in lieu of a witness’ grand jury
appearance, for there is no requirement in those decisions
- 13 -
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that the hearsay testimony upon which an indictment may
be based stem from testimony under oath outside the jury
room. In short, Costello proves too much, for if there
are no restrictlons on the type of evidence which may be
presented to a grand jury, the fact that a witness’
deposition may be used does not indicate that it was
given under an oath authorized by the United States.
Neither of these arguments appears insurmountable, however.
It is doubtfu! whether a court today would treat the
question of competency to administer a federal oath as
narrowly as did the Court in Curtis, where specific
statutory authority ~ administer the particular oath in
question was sought.__°/ The fact that, practically,
notaries are competent to administer oaths in every
deposition specifically authorized in criminal or civil
proceedings under federa! law should indicate that a
notary was similarly competent to administer the oath to
Krough, if his deposition was authorized under federal law.
The real question would appear to be whether or not this
was a "case in which a law of the United States authorizes
an oath to be administered." Although it is true that in
answering this question, courts have focused upon the
particular proceeding in which the oath was administered,
the cases in which the question has arisen have generally
involved non-judicial inquiries, i.e. instances where an
agency has established a regulation requiring an oath in
certain facets of its proceedings. Only one case was

~/It should be noted that very few cases were found
in which a perjury charge was dismissed because of either
lack of competency or authorization for the oath in
question, and only one in the last fifty years. (U.S.v.
Doslen, 133 F.2d 757(3 Cir.1943) (oath administered by an
immigration officer)).
4--/ Cf. United States v. Bailey., 34 O.S. 238 (1835).
There the oath had been a~inistered by a state official,
pursuant to a Treasury regulation authorizing affidavits
before justices of the peace to be received and considered
in proof of claims against the United States. Although
the Court found no statutory authority authorizing such
oaths, it upheld conviction under the false swearing
statute, holding that the Treasury regulation was a
permissible exercise of the Secretary of the Treasury’s
statutory power to settle claims against the United States.
- 14 -
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was found where the question aros ’n the context of a
court inquiry, United States v. H~ass, where an oath
was a~hninistered pursuant to a Dl-~-~{ct Court ~ule in a
henring to determine whekher an out of state attorney could
appear in the local District Court. The Supr~ne Court
fo~und aut~horization for this oath in statutes and rules
authorizing the district courts to make z-ales governing
practicas before t~hem, but also cited w!jmors for the
proposition that an oath has historically been required
for all testLmonial statements made in court.
It would seem that we could conten~ that there is no need
for explicit authorization of Krough’s oa’~1, since the
language of the statute is "a case" in which anooath is
authorized; oaths are authorized in criminal proceedings
and grand jury investigations, and Krough~s oath was
a~tinistered in such a case. This was not a situation
of an agency establishing a new oath proceeding, where
Congressional intent to subject givers of false informatioa
to the harsh penal££es of a perjury charge might be
questioned. The alternative to Krough’s deposition and
testimony under oath ~as ruht stat~ents which could not
subject .him to a perJul~z charge, but rather a grand jury
appearance under an unquestionably lawful obligation to
testify truthfully. Unlike one who challenges an agency
regulation oath, Krough was not prejudiced by being
required to testify subject to a possible perjury charge.
Again, the deposition arrangement was not for the convenience
of the prosecution, but the witnesses.
Sinoe this argument is based on th@ "ancillary" nature of
Krough’s deposition to the grand juz-y proc~eding, however,
it would seem preferabl~ to bring his prosecution under
S1623, which merely requires that the testimony have been
given under oath, in a proceeding ancillary to a grand
Jury, At most, .a court could dete~..--~ne thatt~623~was
designed to "facllitate Federal perjury
however (House Report No. 91-1549, p. 33), and eliminates
several technical rules which prevent conviction under
S1621, ~here would be a basis for arguing that an oath
insufficient under S1621 mmy yet provide grou~nds for
~_~/~..
prosecution under S1623..
3. Ehrlichman - ,~e, cantation.
S1623 (d) provides "Where, in the same continuoSs court or
grand jury proceeding in which a declaration is made, the
person making the declaration admits such declaration to
- 15 -
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be false, such admission shall bar prosecution under this
section if, at the time the admission is made, the
declaration has not substantially affected the proceeding,
o_~r it has not become manifest that such falsity has been
or will be exposed°" Since Ehrlichman has recently
appeared before the Watergate grand jury and admitted that
his origina! testimony was incorrect, it seems likely that
he might claim his latest testimony is a recantation,
barring his prosecution under ~1623. Although we could
prove that any "recantation" by Ehrlichman occurred after
it was obvious that the falsity of his original testimony
had been exposed, EhrlicD~man would probably argue that
recantation is a bar if either his testimony had not
substantially affected the proceeding or it was not
manifest that the faIsity would be expo--~ed~
Admittedly, the words of the section leave it open to
such a construction (i.e. the statute does not read "has
not substantially effected . . . and it has not become
manifest). Furthermore, nothing wa---~found which would
indicate what is meant by "substantially affected;" it
would seem that this means more than that the original
testimony was material, since the test for materiality
is merely a tendency to influence, requiring neither
actual influence, nor a "sub~antlal tendency. Particularly
since the first public retraction of Ehrlichman’s original
testimony came.~in July, before the Senate Committee hearings,
it~might be difficult to prove that his perjury substantially
~~affected
the Watergate grand jury.
However,
it is doubtfu! that Ehrlichman could successfully
argue that his prosecution is barred. Aside from the
statutory use of "or," there is no support for the argument
that recantation bars prosecution when it occurs after the
witness~is aware that his testimony can be proven false.
The legislative history of §1623 is inconclusive, since
comments on the statute merely referred to the language
of ~1623(d), without indicating whether either condition
alone was sufficient to bar prosecution. Since the purpose
of the statute was to facilitate federal perjury prosecutions,
however, it would be incongruous to assume that Congress
intended to permit witnesses to avoid prosecution simply
by recanting their perjurious testimony once it became
obvious that their crime had been uncovered. If a
defendant need only show that his recantation occurred i~before his perjury had substantially affected the proceedings,
one whose testimony was so false as to be incredible, or
whose testimony was rapidly contradicted by more convincing

~~~/
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witnesses, could claim that his perjury never substantially
affected the proceedings because it had never been believed.
It would seem a gross perversion of the recantation bar to
permit witnesses to testify falsely, but avoid prosecution
by recanting once their perjury became obvious° Such a
construction should not be imposed upon ~1623, absent
clear indication that that was indeed the legislative
intent.
There is further support for the position that recantation
after falsity has become manifest is ineffective. The
Department of Justice commentary on ~1623, submitted to
the House Subcommittee holding hearings on the 1970 Crime
Control Act observes that §1623 would bar prosecution if
the defendant recanted before his testimony had substantially
affected the proceedings, and before his falsity had become
manifest. (Hearings before Subcommittee No. 5 of the
Committee on Judiciary, House of Representatives, 91st
Congress, second session, p. 164). In United States v.
Kahn, 472 F.2d 281(2Cir 1973), the defendant challenged
his perjury conviction under ~1621, arguing, among other
things, that he was prejudiced by being prosecuted under
that statute, rather~ than ~1623, because he had recanted,
and 1623(d) would have barred his prosecution. The court
assume arguendo that the defendant should have been
charged under ~1623, but held that he had not been-prejudiced,
because it found he would not have had a recantation
defense. In so ruling, it held that by the time of his
recantation, the falsity of his original statements had
already become manifest, "so that, by its own terms, a
§1623(d) defense was not available to Kahn." p. 283.
The court apparently assumed that recantation after falsity
is manifest is sufficient to preclude a ~1623(d) defense;
it nowhere discusses whether or not the recantation
occurred before Kahn’s perjury had "substantially affected"
the grand jury proceedings.
Furthermore, it is doubtful whether Ehrlichman’s mo.gt
recent testimony indeed constitutes a recantation. Although
h~ had a~itted that his original statements were wrong,
he claims that they were incorrect due to faultY memory,
now refreshed~ by finding the August ii memorandum. If
we can prove that his origina! testimony was willfully
false, his latest testimony is but a new instance of
perjury. Mere correction of the original testimony,
compelled by the discovery of evidence which would
prove it false, coupled with fresh perjury as to the
cause of the original falsity, cannot be sufficient to
bar prosecution.
- 17 -
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While it therefore appears that there would be no problem
with prosecuting Ehrlichman under ~1623, it should be
noted that recantation is neither a bar to prosecution
nor a defense to a charge brought under $1621. United
States Vo Norris, 300 U.S. 564(1936), United States v°
Lococo, supra. Under $1621~ recantation is merely
relevant to the question of whether the original statement was willfully false. If the recantation defense is
considered a potential problem, there might be some slight
advantage to proceeding under §1621. In United States v,
Ruggerio, 472 F.2d 599(2Cir 1973), the court indicated
that the prosecution is free to elect whether to proceed
under S1621. or $1623, relying on the proposition that
where two statutes overlap, the government may choose
among them so long as it does not discriminate against
any class of defendants. Earlier, however, in United
States v. Kahn, supra, the Court had expressed "great
skepticism~ as to whether the government may proceed
under ~1621 to avoid a recantation bar under ~1623.
Prosecuting Ehrlichman under ~1621, therefore, might not
avoid the need to argue a ~1623 recantation claim, while
introducing the further question, unresolved by Kahn, and
undiscussed by ~uggeri~ of the propriety of proce--e-~ng
under ~1621 to avoid a recantation defense. Since
Ehrlichman seems to have no such defense, and since the
standards of proof are more favorable under ~1623, there
seems to be no persuasive reason~for not charging him
under $1623.
Co

Relevance of a "national" security motive;
national security as a defense to. a perjury
indictment.

At the outset it should be noted that a national security
claim in the present perjury charge against Ehrlichman is
extremely unlikely. Ehrlichman’s perjury consists of
false testimony as to the time he first became aware that
a psychological profile had been prepared on Ellsberg, and
related testimony as to the extent of his knowledge on the~
objects of the investigation being conducted by Hunt and
Liddy prior to learning of the FieldiDg break-in. At the
time of his testimony, the basic facts of the EllsbergFielding operation were already known, both to the prosecutors
and the public; it is inconceivable that any "national
security" interest would have been endangered by accurate
information as to the time Ehrlichman learned details
of the nature of the inquiry into Ellsberg. Furthermore,
- 18 -
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Ehrlichman has already admitted that his original testimony
was wrong and attributes its inaccuracies to faulty memory,
not to any decision that truthful testimony could not be
given without endangering national security.
Krough, on the other hand, may well raise a national
security claim. When he testified the Ellsberg operation
was unknown; he might argue that he believed his Perjury
to have been ordered by the President, and required to
prevent the disclosure of an extremely sensitive national
security operation. There are several reasons why this
argument should fail.
1. To the extent Krough attempts to argue simply that
his false testimony was not culpable because it was given
with a "good motive," his position would be untenable.
The perjury statutes merely require that the false testimony
have been willfully or. knowingly given, intent to accomplish
a corrupt purpose is not required. See, e.g. United States v..
Stone, 429 F.2d 138(2Cir 1970); United States v. Remington,
191 F.2d 246(2Cir 1951), cert. den. 343 U.S. 907. Thus,
perjury is not excused because given to protect another
(United States v. Hirsch, 136 F.2d 976(2Cir 1943), or to
avoid bringing innocent and unrelated persons into an
investigation.(United States v. Siegi!, 263 F.2d 530
(2Cir 1959). No instance was found where a court considered
a defendant’s motive relevant to the question of whether
he had committed perjury.
2. More likely, Krough will claim that his perjury is
excused because given pursuant to what he believed to be
a direct order of the President, which order he believed
to be valid because of national security considerations.~
For support, he could rely upon an analogy to ~ v.
~, 340 U.S. 462(1951), which held that a subordinate
J~stice~Department official could not be held in contempt
for refusing to comply with a subpoena, when his non9ompliance was pursuant to a Department regulation. In
Touhy, however, the Court held that the subord±natet. was
excused because acting pursuant to a valid order. Since
"superior orders" are not themselves, recognized as a
defense in American law, it would have to be established
that the order Krough relied upon, if indeed given, would
have been valid.
No support was found for an argument that the privilege
not to disclose national security information includes a
privilege to lie to prevent disclosure. Such a "privilege
to lie" would run counter to basic evidenciary principles:
- 19 -
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failure to raise a privilege ordinarily constitutes a
waiver of whatever privilege might otherwise exist;
determination of whether a privilege can be validly
asserted in a particular instance is a function of the
courts; even in cases of highly sensitive military or
state secrets, the government must at least make some
showing upon which existence of privilege can be
determined. United States v. Reynolds,345 U.S. 1(1953).
These basic principles would be meaningless if the
government was simultaneously privileged to lie to
conceal the very existence of a privilege claim. Such
a privilege to lie at the least could not exist as a
matter of course; if present at all, it could only be
justified in the rare circumstance where claiming privilege
itself would endanger the national security interest the
privilege was designed to protect. Even if such a situation
could be hypotehsized, at least in the context of criminal
prosecutions, the government would have less drastic
means of protecting the security interest -- e.g. directing
the prosecutors to stay clear of certain areas.
President Nixon himself recognized this alternative when
he informed Peterson on April 18 to "keep out" of the
Fielding break-in question because it involved national
security.
The notion that a privilege not to disclose prevents
prosecution for false disclosures has clearly been
rejected by the courts in the Fifth Amendment context.
Early cases upholding perjury prosecutions of witnesses
testifying under immunity did so on the grounds that such
prosecutions were consistent with immunity equivalent to
Fifth Amendment protection, because the amendment is not
"a license to commit perjury." G!ickstein v. United States,
32 S.Ct. 71(1911). More recently, in United States v.
Knox, 396 U.S. 77(1969), the Court upheld the prosecution
of one who submitted a false wagering report, despite
the fact that at the time the false statements were filed,
the defendant could have been prosecuted for either
truthful answers, or refusing to file on the grounds of
possible self-incrimination. Neither the fact that the
only choices open to the defendant would have led to
his incrimination, nor the fact that the statute requiring
the wagering form had been held unconstitutional prior to
the Knox decision, excused his false affidavit, or rendered
it a 3u--~tifiable means of safeguarding his privilege against
self-incrimination.
- 20 -
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"Our leg
y t p
ides methods for challenging the
"
Government’s. right to ask questions -- lying is not one
of them. A citizen may decline to answer the question,
or answer it honestly, but he cannot with impunity
knowingly and willfully answer with a falsehood." p. 72.
Similarly, the government has means of protecting its
security information, and nothing suggests that suborning
perjury is one of them. It is doubtful, therefore, that
Kr°ugh°i~could establish that the order he might contend
he was obeying was a valid one, so as to bring his defense
within the Tou__q~v. Ra__a~rationale. Furthermore, given
the total lack of supportfor the position that a privilege
not to disclose implies a privilege to lie to avoid disclosure,
it is equally dubious that he could establish that he acted
with a good faith belief that the order transmitted to him
by Dean was valid. Finally, even if good faith belief in
the validity of the order could be established, there is
nothing which indicates that that could create a legitimate
defense. Cf. Boehm v. United States, 123 F.2d 791
(8 Cir 1941) (good ~ith belief that statute authorizing
taking testimony is unconstitutional is not defense to
perjury, even though statute is later invalidated); Dennis v.
United States, 384 U.S. 855(1965); Bryson v. United States,
~upr____~a(one charged with making false or fr~udule--~ ~-~a~ments cannot attack constitutionality of act requiring
statements, since his offense consists of voluntary and
willful deceit).5_/
3. Another means of raising the national security defense
could be a claim, not~that there is a privilege to lie,
but rather that when a claim of privilege would itself
endanger the national security interest, the witness’
decision to lie is not willfu!, but rather the product
of duress. This approach is suggested by language in the
Kah____qn decision, s~u~_~, where the Court observed that while
the defendants’ "Hobson’s choice" did not bar his indictment, it might tend to show that his false testimony was
given under complusion, so as to negate the essential
element 6f willfullness, and establish a duress defense.
The short answer to such a claim is that despite this
suggestion in Kahn, the recognized defense of duress
applies to acts committed under immediate threat of
physical harm. "[I]n order to excuse a criminal act on

5_/ The above discussion, although directed at the
claim that one perjured himself in the interests of nationa!
security under orders to do so, is even more clearly applicable to one who alledges no orders, but only his own decision
that national security required perjury.
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the ground of coercion, compulsion, or necessity, one
must have acted under the threat of immediate and impending
death or of severe and immediate bodily harm . . .[One]
must manifest a determination to resist commands and orders
until such time as he is faced with the alternative of
immediate injury or death . o o The person claiming the
defense of coercion and duress must be a person whose
resistance has brought him to the last diych." Iva Ikuko
Toguri D’Aquino v. United States, 192 .F.2d 338, 358
(9 Cir 1951), cert.den. 343 U.S. 935. Although this
narrow scope of the duress defense has been criticized,
the revision of the defense proposed by the National
Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws would extend
it merely to instances where persons close to the defendant, not only he himself, were immediately threatened
with severe bodily harm; and eliminate’the severe bodily
harm test only in misdemeanors resulting from brainwashing
or psychological coercion. Working Japers of the National
Commission on Reform of Criminal Law,. (1970), Vol. I,
pp. 273-279.
4. Finally, in order to establish any form of national
security defense to a perjury charge, it would seem that
the defendant at the least would have to demonstrate (i)
that the information sought to be concealed was the subject
of a valid nationa! security privilege or reasonably
believed to be so; and (2) that the entire area was so
sensitive that merely asserting the privilege would have
endangered the interest it was designed to protect. Even
presuming that Krough at least could reasonably have
believed that Hunt’s and Liddy’s California trips were
privileged from disclosure, nothing indicates that a claim
of privilege would have risked anything more than possible
embarassment to the Executive branch.
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The discussion of the materiality of Ehrlichmans’testimony
is not affected by the fact that some of his statements were in
the form of "I do not recall havirg knovm" rather than "I did not
know." With or w~thout the qualifying phrase, a witness is always
testifying to the extent of his recollection at the moment. Even
had Ehrlich~ not explicitly stated "i do not recall," we would
~ave to prove tb~t he knew of the psychological profile prior to
the bre~-in, and that he remembered that fact at the time of
his perjury. Insofar as materiality is concerned, regardless of
the form of Ehr!ich~an’s denials, truthful testimony would have
admitted knowledge of the preparation of the psychological profile and knowledge of the nature of Hunt and Liddy’s activities.
It is these facts which were ~aterial to the grand ju~y’s inquiry,
and which were concealed from them by Ehrlic~man’s false denials.
See, e.~o United States v. Cohn, 452 F.2d 881 (2nd Cir. 1971)
d~-~e~d~nt’s- test~mony in fo--~--of "I don’t recall," "I don’t have
any recollection" - statements material because in concealing
information, they hindered investigation into another’s activities. )
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
Archibald Cox, Henry Ruth,
Bill Merrill, Charles Breyer,
Phil Lacovara, Carl Feldbaum,
Peter Rient, Peter Kriendler,
Maureen Gevlin
FROM : Phil Bakes
TO

:

DATE :

October i, 1973

SUBJECT: Ehrlichman’ s Perjury
I.
The following testimony was given by John D.
Ehrlichman before a federal grand Jury on May 14,
19713 and forms the basis for the proposed indictment.
Q. Very well, sir. Now there came a time
when this operation became concerned with Dr. Ellsberg
himself, is that not correct?
A.

Yes.

Q. And then there was an attempt or a decision
made to find out as much about Dr. Ellsberg as could
be done, is that correct?
A.

Yes.

Q. And even part of that investigation was
going to center on his psychological profile, his
mental attitudes, his habits, and possible motivations. Is that correct?
A. Well, I learned about that after the fact,
but that is my understanding o’f the decision that
was made.
Q. When you say you learned about it after
the fact, what do you mean by that, sir?
A. Well, I learned after the break-in that
they were lookin~ for information for what they
call a psychologlcal profile.
I was not aware of that before the fact.
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Q. So before the fact you were not aware that
there was an attempt by Mr. Krogh, or persons working
under his supervision or authority, to -- there was
no attempt made by these people to ascertain information that would be helpful in drawing out the psychological profile if I understood what you just said.
Is that right?
A. I didn’t know if they made an attempt or
not. I was just saying that I didn’t learn of it
until after I learned of the break-in.
Q. Just so that the Grand Jury and we are clear
on this, prior to receiving information about the
break-in, you had no information, direct or indirect,
that a psycholo@ical profile of Dr. Ellsberg was being
drawn up?
A. I can’t recall hearing of a ps[cholo@ical
profile until after I had heard of the break-in.
Q. Now, were you ever advised or informed by
Mr. Krogh or Mr. Young, the two people from whom
you have indicated you received reports, as to whether
or not prior to the burglary that there was some
attempt made -- well, first of all, that Dr. Ellsberg
had ever been to a ?sychiatrist. Did you know that
or had you been advlsed of that by either Mr. Krogh
or Mr. Young?
A. I can’t recall. It may have been in the
FBI report. I simpl[ can’t recall.
Q~ Had you ever been advised by either of them
that there was an attempt, either by the FBI or someone
else on the White House staff, to investigate the
psychiatrist of Dr. Ellsberg to see what information,
if any, could be obtained from him?
A. I understood later that an approach had been
made to him and that he had refused to give any
information.
Q. Now when you say later, do you mean that
after you found out about the break-in which was
reported to you?
A. I believe so, yes.
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Q.

So in other words -- who had made the approach?

A.

I can’t remember.

Q. So then in other words your testimony before
the Grand Jury is that prior to your receiving the
report of the break-in, which of course occurred after
the break-in itself, you didn’t know of any approach
that had been made to the psychiatrist of Dr. Ellsber@,
or for that matter, you didn’t even k~ow that he had
a psychiatrist in California.
A. I can’t recall hearing of apsychiatrist, or.
for that matter of any approach to him prio~ to hearlng
of the break-in.
Q. All right. Now what was your understanding
of what either Mr. Hunt or Mr. Liddy, or both of them,
or anyone else from the White House, was to do to
investigate Dr. Ellsberg to find out about -- as much
about him as possible?
A. I don’t think that it was ever specifically
discussed what they would do as such. That is the
type of investigation that they were going to conduct.
Q. In other words, neither Mr. Liddy nor Mr. Hunt
for sure, and also Mr. Young or Mr. Kro@h, did not
discuss with you ’in any way, shape, form’, or manner
what was t’o be done so far as finding out more about
D~. Ellsberg was concerned?
A. I can’t recall either a conversation or any
other way learning what it was that they were going
~’o do, except in terms of end result, that they were
going to find out more about this man and his associates and who he was, and what he was up to, what
his operation was, so to speak.
Q. Well, that was just the general overall
purpose, but the manner in which they were goin@ to
carry it out was not brought to your attention in
any way. Is that correct, sir?
A. I can’t recall any submission to me or
review by me of anything that would be of that
character.
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Q. All right, sir. When did you first learn
of the break-in, sir?
A.

I cannot tell you the date.

Q.

Well, can you give us an approximate time?

A. No. It would have been not too long afterwards, but I can’t tell you how many days.
Q. Now prior to this break-in at Dr. Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist’s, would you tell us all the information
you had available to you at that time that you knew
about, an~ kind of operation with respect to the
psychiatrlst, any information at all~
A. To Mr. Ellsberg’s psychiatrist?
Q. Yes. Anything that you know -- everything
and anythlng.
A. Well, as I said before, I can only generally
recall a description of Ellsberg’s habits, partic~larly at the time that he was employed at Rand out in
California.
I can’t specifically recall that any of that
material said that he was under treatment or in analysis,
or anything of that sort.
Q. And ..... that’s all the information you knew prior
to the break-in?
A.~ Well, that all I can recall now.
Q. Now were you aware before this break-in,
which took place on or about September 3rd, 1971,
that an effort was going to be directed towards
b~taining information from Dr. Ellsber@ or Dr. Ellsber@’s
psychiatrist?
A. Ahead of the fact? No.
II.
The evidence uncovered indicates that Ehrlichman
knew before the break-in (a) of the psychological
profile, (b) of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, and (c) of
an effort directed towards obtaining information from

4
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Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. The evidence further indicates that Ehrlichman willfully made false statements
when he said (a) that he "learned after the break-in
that they were looking for information for what they
call a psychological profile. I was not aware of
that before the fact," that he "didn’t learn of [an
attempt to ascertain information that would be helpful
in drawing out the psychological profile] until after
I learned of the break-in," and that he "can’t recall
hearing of a psychological profile until after I had
heard of the break-in," (b) that he "can’t recall"
whether he knew that Ellsberg had been to a psychiatrist, and that he "can’t recall hearing of a psychiatrist, or for that matter of any approach to him prior
to hearing of the break-in," and (c) that he was not
aware before the break-in that an effort was going to
be directed towards obtaining information from Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist.
III.

Ehrlichman’s Defense

Ehrlichman’s defense will be simple enough~
namely, that on May 14 he honestly did not recall
that he knew before the break-in of the profile,
psychiatrist, and efforts to obtain information from
the psychiatrist. The Government will have to prove
that Ehrlichman did in fact recall these matters on
May 14, 1973 and therefore made willful false statements when he answered in the negative or said he
could not recall.
IV.

Proof of Statement

A. Karen Scheinberg, an official court reporter,
will testify that the transcript is a true and accurate
representation of Ehrlichman’s May 14, 1973 testimony.
She will also be able to authenticate contemporaneous
stenographic notes from which the transcript was typed.
B. Vladimir Pregelj, foreman of the Watergate
Grand Jury, will testify that he administered the
oath to tell the truth to John Ehrlichman.
C. Earl Silbert and Seymour Glanzer posed the
questions to which Ehrlichman answered falsely. Don
Campbell was present.

5
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V.

Proof of Falsity of Statement

A. David Young will testify that in early August
1971 (prior to the transmittal of the August ii memorandum), Howard Hunt suggested that to aid in psychological assessment of Ellsberg, a covert operation
should be undertaken to examine the files held by
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. Krogh and Young passed this
suggestion along to Ehrlichman and mentioned that
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist had declined to be interviewed
by the Bureau. Ehrlichman responded by saying "let’s
think about it."
B. A memorandum of August Ii, 1971 which predates the break-in by approximately three weeks,
was sent from Bud Krogh and David Young to John
Ehrlichman. Paragraph 2 of the memo reads as follows:
"(2) We have received the CIA preliminary
psychological study (copy attached at Tab A)
which I must say I am disappointed in and
consider very superficial. We will meet
tomorrow with the head psychiatrist,
Mr. Bernard Malloy, to impress upon him
the detail and depth that we expect. We
will also make available to him here some
of the other information we have received
from the FBI on Ellsberg. In this connection we would recommend that a covert
operation be undertaken to examine all
the medical files still held by Ellsberg’s
psychoanalyst covering the two-year period
in which he was undergoing analysis.
Approve

Disapprove

David Young, whose initials appear on the memo, can
authenticate the document.
C. By an undated cover slip, Ehrlichman returned
the August Ii memo to Krogh and Young with Ehrlichman’s
initial "E" appearing in the space "Approve." In his
grand jury appearance of September i~ 1973, Ehrlichman
authenticated the "E" as his and admitted having read
and initialed the memo some time shortly after August ii,
1971. Ehrlichman’s statements are admissible as admissions. This establishes that Ehrlichman did in fact

6
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know before the break-in of the psychological profile,
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, and of an effort directed
towards obtaining information from Ellsberg’s psychiatrist.
D. Ehrlichman had admitted before the Senate
Select Committee, the Plumbers Grand Jury and the
Watergate Grand Jury that, because of the August ii
me~, he must have known before the break-in of the
psychiatric profile, the psychiatrist, and the plan
to gather information from Ellsberg’s psychiatrist.
VI.

Proof of Willfulness of False Statement and
Ehrlichman’s Defense

A. David Young will testify that he had a conversation with John Ehrlichman on March 27, 1973 (six
weeks before false statement) as follows:
"On Monday, March 26, pursuant to a
request by Mr. Ehrlichman made through his
secretary on the previous Friday, I sent
a large briefcase containing files on the
Pentagon Papers investigation to him in
his office in the west wing of the White
House.
On Tuesday, March 27, Mr. Ehrlichman
asked me to come to his office. He told
me that Mr. Hunt might be going public on
the California operation, which was the
reason he wanted to review the files. He
said the President was aware of the whole
matter, which he had discussed with him.
He then explained that Bud Krogh had been
in to see him the previous week and that
Bud felt that the whole California matter
was his (Mr. Krogh’s) responsibility and
that Mr. Ehrlichman had not known about
it until after it occurred.
Mr. Ehrlichman said that he did recall
Bud telling him afterwards what had happened
and showing him some pictures of what had
been done, but his present recollection was
that he did not know about the matter beforehand. He said that he did recall telling
Bud there should be no further operations
like that.

7
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I said that I had been away on vacation when the operation had occurred and
Mr. Ehrlichman interjected that then I did
not know about it either. I said no, I
had known about it beforehand and my clear
recollection was that he also had known
about it. I explained that, in fact, his
approval of the matter was reflected in a
couple of the memos in the envelope in the
briefcase, and I pointed to the briefcase.
Mr. Ehrlichman replied that there was
no question about what had actually happened but that he had taken those memos
out and thought he should keep them because
they were a little too sensitive and showed
too much forethought. I said that Mr. Hunt
and Mr. Liddy or someone else might have
copies. Mr. Ehrlichman replied that he
would have to take that chance.
I then asked what he was going to do
if the whole matter broke. He said that
it would be explained that it was not an
operation lightly done but was similar to
a national security wiretap operation -then we’d just button up."
B. On May 7, 1973, Egil Krogh’s affidavit became
public. After reciting that the Plumbers received no
useful information from an FBI interview of Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist, that the CIA psychological profile was
not helpful, and that the Plumbers had discussions
that indicated the key to the impasse was in the
information held by Dr. Fielding, the affidavit mentions that "thereafter" Ehrlichman gave "general
authorization" to obtain a psychological history or
ascertain Ellsberg’s associates. The significance
of this is that it contains nothing contrary to
Ehrlichman’s false statements of May 14 and therefore
the falsity had not become manifest.
C. On May 30, 1973, Ehrlichman testified before
the Senate Appropriations Committee and did not change
his testimony, although he was asked specifically about
the psychological profile.
D. On June 13, 1973, the Washington Post carried
a front-page story which said that Watergate prosecutors
are in possession of a memo showing that Ehrlichman knew
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of the break-in beforehand. The story said the memo
was from Krogh and Young to Ehrlichman and pre-dated
the September 3 break-in and that Young had turned
the memo over to federal prosecutors. This was the
first time that Ehrlichman realized the August ii
memo was in the hands of the prosecutors. On the
same day, Ehrlichman appeared before the Nedzi Committee (House Armed Services Subcommittee). Although
we do not have the transcript, Ehrlichman has said
publicly and in his subsequent grand jury appearances
that the Committee asked him several questions based
on the newspaper story, that he still drew a total
blank, but that after his appearance he went back
to the White House looked through his files, and
discovered the August ii memo.
E. In all subsequent forums where Ehrlichman
has testified under oath, he has hastened to state
that when he testified before the grand jury in May
he did not recall the August ii memo, and that his
faulty recollection is the reason he denied knowing
before the break-in of the psychological profile,
the psychiatrist, and the plan to get information
from Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. In the Plumbers Grand
Jury, he insisted that he did not remove the August II
memo from Young’s file on March 27 and that his
failure to remember the psychological profile on
May 14 was because he "had a total blank on that."
On September 13, Ehrlichman appeared before the
Watergate Grand Jury and volunteered the following:
THE WITNESS: There is one matter that I would
like to set the record straight on if you’ll indulge
me just. a moment. It has to do with some testimony
which I gave to this Grand Jury when I was here in
May.
I was asked at that time about the sequence of
events involving this Ellsberg break-in, and the
relationship of that break-in to -MR. NEAL: Excuse me, Mr. Ehrlichman. I just
want to warn you that if you go into that matter, I
will reverse myself and may ask you some questions
on it.
THE WITNESS: Well, I did want to have an
opportunity.
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MR. NEAL: We have sort of stayed away from that,
you understand, not because we have any legal obligation to stay away from it -THE WITNESS: I understand that.
MR. NEAL: We warned you of your rights in the
beginning, but just as a matter of our own decision,
we have stayed away from that.
THE WITNESS: Sure, but don’t you think out of
fairness to the Grand Jury, I should bring them up
to date. It’s perfectly all right, and I appreciate
your courtesy in this, but I ought not to leave -- I
thought maybe there would be some questions where I
could get it straightened out. I would like to
straighten it out, the better recollection I have
on just one point, and I want to tell you how I got
the better recollection.
I testified here in a rather uncertain way because
I wasn’t positive about whether or not the psychiatric
studies had been commenced on Ellsberg by the CIA
prior to the break-in or not.
I think you could have fairly gotten the impression from my testimony either that I wasn’t sure, or
in fact that I believed that the studies had not
commenced until after the break-in.
As I say, at the time I testified I wasn’t sure,
and the impression that I gave you was the best recollection that I then had.
During subsequent weeks in the month of June, I
appeared before a House Committee that was looking
into this, CIA Oversight Committee of the House of
Representatives, and on the day that I appeared there
there was a newspaper story to the effect that there
was in existence a blueprint for this burglary which
laid it all out, and that this had been circulated
in the White House.
I think the suggestion in the newspaper story
was that I had seen it. Well, I didn’t remember
ever seeing a memo that described in detail how this
burglary was going to be conducted.

i0
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So they asked me about it at the House Committee
and I said that; I said that I didn’t recall ever
seeing such a thing.
But then I went over to the White House and went
through my files to see whether or not -- what there
might be that I didn’t remember but that might correspond to this description because I wanted to be sure
that I was being accurate about it. And I didn’t
find it. As far as I know it doesn’t exist.
What I did find in there in looking for this
other thing was a memo which demonstrated to me that
prior to the break-in I had been sent a copy of the
first psychiatric profile. That was really news to
me in the sense that I hadn’t remembered receiving
it prior to the break-in.
But it was perfectly evident from the memo that
I did, and I had initialled the memo, and there isn’t
any doubt in my mind that I had that material prior
to the break-in.
So to the extent that that makes any difference,
I want to be sure that you have the benefit of my later
discovery of that, that sequence of events, because I
had testified here on that subject before.
VII. Problems
A. Problems of Proof: The Government has to
prove that Ehrlichman’s statements were willfully
false. The principal item here is David Young’s
testimony. The case stands or falls on David Young’s
account of the March 27, 1973 meeting. If the jury
believes that a short six weeks before his grand jury
appearance, John Ehrlichman attempted to remove the
August Ii memo from Young’s files and described it
as showing too much "forethought’ they will probably
believe that his May 14 testimony was willfully false.
Although Young is not the strongest witness on
various other matters, he is adamant and unswerving
on the March 27, 1973 meeting with Ehrlichman. He
has testified about it twice without any variation;
he is in possession of a semi-contemporaneous memorandum of the conversation which sets it out exactly

ii
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like his sworn testimony. It is very unlikely that
he will be shaken on cross-examination. So, in spite
of Ehrlichman’s several attempts to explain his "lack
of recollection," the Government appears to have a
solid case of perjury.
B. §1623: Maureen Gevlin’s memo clearly demonstrates t at~he false statements are material. See
Gevlin memo at 9-10. The problem I have is the -language of §1623 which says:
"(d) Where, in the same continuous
court or grand jury proceeding in which
a declaration is made, the person making
the declaration admits such declaration
to be false, such admission shall bar
prosecution under this section if, at
the time the admission is made, the declaration has not substantially affected
the proceeding, or, it has not become
manifest that su~-~ falsity has been or
will be exposed."
Although the Gevlin memo presents an appealing case
for the proposition that "or" should be read as "and,"
the simple fact is that the statute uses the word
"or" and "or" is not an ambiguous word. Under the
literal words of the statute, Ehrlichman has a good
defense if (1) he actually admitted the falsity and
(2) the false declaration had not "substantially
affected the proceeding." We would be hard-pressed
to demonstrate how the false statement "substantially
affected the proceeding." In my view, if in fact
Ehrlichman had admitted the falsity, prosecution
under §1623 is barred.
It is, however, my strong belief that Ehrlichman
made no such admission. Even though ~he now says he
must have known of the psychological profile, etc.
before the break-in, he steadfastly denies that he
gave false testimony on May 14, 1973. Maureen Gevlin
states it correctly and succinctly: "If we can prove
that his original testimony was willfully false, his
latest testimony is but a new instance of perjury."
On this ground, but on this ground alone, do I concur
in the recommendation that ~1623 is the proper statute
under which to charge Ehrlichman.
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WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

Archibald Cox, Henry Ruth,
William Merrill, Chuck Breyer,
Carl Feldbaum, Phil Lacovara,
Peter Kriendler, Maureen Gevlin

DATE: October 3, 1973

FROM : Phil Bakes~

SUBJECT: Ehrlichman’s Perjury
This will supplement my October i, 1973 memo.
On page 8, Section VI, paragraph A, the following should be added immediately after the words
"then we’d just button up."
The preceding quote is taken from a memorandum
prepared by David Young on May 4, 1973. David Young
will also testify that prior to delivering the
briefcase of files to Ehrlichman, he (Young) xeroxed
four documents in the briefcase, including the
August ii and August 26 memoranda. Immediately
after the conversation on March 27, Young took the
briefcase from Ehrlichman’s office and reviewed the
contents. Both the August ii and August 26 memoranda
were no longer in the briefcase.
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~

You indicated you ha

some understanding now.

~.

I infer from the memorandum which you showed me,

which I have seen for the first time this morning, that it was
a personal image destruction kind of attack that he was taking
where Ellsberg was concerned.
On Mr. Ellsberg?
7

A.

That is correct. As I say, I can’t question the

8 i!! authenticity of that memorandum, and if that is so, why that
is something I didn’t know.

Let me call your attention to some of the words

I0
]I

in this August ll memorandum, the last page.

I will read it so the Grand Jurors will have it

12
]3

in their mind:
°In this connection, we would recommend

14

that a covert operation be undertaken to examine
15

all of the medical files still held by Ellsberg’s

psychoanalyst covering the two-year period in
]7
which he was undergoing analysis."
18

Do you have a recollection at about that time you
were aware some way, either through this memorandum, or
2O

discussio~with Krogh and Young, that indeed, Ellsberg had at
21

some point in the past been seeing a psychoanalyst?
A.

Well, the state of my recollection is that prior

’.
1

to ha.ring seen this memorandtun, in June,, I did not recall when
I first was aware that he was seeing a psychoanalyst. I became

D.C.
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aware of it at some time.
May I interrupt a second. YOu say prior to seeing

2

4°"

3
4
5

this laemorandum in June?
A.

Of this year.
In other words, you see, I had testified

previously -7

You mean before the Grand Jury?

8

De fore the Grand Jury here and for that matter,

9
10
I1

12
13
14
15

before the McClellan Committee in the Senate and the Nedzi

Committee in the House, and they were all asking about this
}kind of thing.
This was in the spring of this year, and at that tL~e,
I couldn’t recall having had this psychiatric aspect of this
matter introduced to me prior to my having heard of the
break-in. I did recall having it explained to me, or at
least recalled it being discussed as the objective of the

17

brea]¢-in after I heard of the break-in, and that was the
way I testified in answer to questions on the best of my

18

recollection at that time.
The middle of June, the 13th of June, when I was
20

at the Nedzi Con~nittee in 1973, the local newspaper, the
21

Star, came out with a story -- I guess the day before -saying that Mr. Young had testified that the whole burglary
had been planned and written out in elaborate detail in a
24 ~

memorandum and that I had seen the memorandum prior to the
{ REPORTING
ton. D.C. 20052
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1

break-in.

So they asked me about that at the Nedzi Col~nittee,

2
3

because it was right on that day, and so I said, "Gee, I

4

don’t remember ever seeing a memorandum like that, but I will

5

go look."
So I went down to the White House after I got

7

through in the Nedzi Committee in the iIouse of Representatives
and I spent that afternoon and the early evening going
through files until I found this. There isn’t any question

10

11
12
13
14
15

but what this is my initial and my handwriting on this memorandall, and there is no question in my mind, for that matter,
my transmittal slip back in my handwriting to them, so there
isn’t any question but what this is an authentic document, and
I did see it.
Of course, it isn’t what the newspaper said it
was, because it is certainly not a blueprint for a burglary,
but it does say -- but not in the part you read -- but in

17

another part, that it was attached to the preliminary
18

psychological study from the CIA, so apparently this was a
part of a larger package that included this preliminary
20

psychiatric study.
21

Then it says: "We will meet tomorrow with the
head psychiatrist~of the CIA to impress on him the
detail in-depth that we expect and we will have
24

other information --" and then it leads into the thing

ss~chusetts
;ton. D.C.
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that you read, which says:
2

"In this connection, we would recolmnend this
covert operation be undertaken to examine the
medical files held by Ellsberg’s psychoanalyst."

5

So it is evident to me -- I am trying to describe
to you the state of my recollection on this -- it is evident
to me from this document, which obviously is authentic,
that at that time, I was aware of the fact that the psychiatrit
study, the first one -- there were two by CIA, as I

]0

understand it -- that the first one was in being on August

]1

ii, if that is a correct date, and that I was aware of it,

]2

because, obviously, I read this.
Now, I just didn’t remember that, and this

]4

refreshes my recollection some, but I rely much more on the

15

obvious authenticity of the document than I do on any
free-standing recollection with regard to this set of

]7
]~

circumstances.
My specific question was whether you had a
recollection about knowing that Ellsberg had indeed been in

2O

2!

psychoanalysis sometime in the past?
Right, and my answer was responsive to that, but it
may have been hard to see. My answer is that based on the
obvious authenticity of this doc[m~ent, I evidently was,
although up until June 13 of this year, if you asked me that

24

question, in all honesty I would have said I don’t think so.
’.R REPOR’I]N.~ CO.
~ssachusetts
~gton. D.C. 20[!02
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I ,~on’t knot,,, really whose expression ~[-u:~t. is.
The thought in ...y ~,~.Id was that =here were
some ~’eal mega=ives in the fact gha~ we couldn~= get the
£BI ~o respond i~ this case, and ~ha~ we had ~o use
S

White House people ~o do i~ves$iga~ioa; and I was not keen

0

go have it gene~aily known that we we=e i~ face ~oi~g
investigation ou~ o2 ~he White House.

Tha~ had a ~ifi~.._~

a ~g bz-o~he~ smack ~o i$ $~aC I didn’t ~ike.
And so She -- ~eally ghe sense ol my coacero,
I0

which was ~assed along go ~hem, was "~ok, le~’s no~ [~a’ve it

II

le~:~s r;o$ have people going in and iiashi[~g White House
passes and saying ’I’m f~om ~he Whi~e Ho~se a~d I want to

13

~.~,s~ you quesgio~s,, those kinds of ghings."
So if covert relates go tha$~ ~ha~’s where I

Jl

~,~as i~ ~h~C thing.
In Point No 32, raised by Mr Kro~.~h,
,
¯
~d I quote him:
"Tha~ i~ affiam~’s supervisory capacity
ai.Lia~$ as~eed ~o ghe mission" -- ~haE is, , ~.~
19

,~_~e ~he eag~y into £ieiding~s ofiice
~:~-~C Hr. Hu~$ and M=. Liddy wouid obtain =he service

21

certain Cubans ~o accomplish =-He mission."
My quesgion go you is ~his: Did M_z. Kilosh
ever oiscuss with ~ou, his a.~i’eemem~ ~hag such a missioo

A

27

Only afEer ~he facE.

-.-,
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¯ "’:~le of June of this
when Z had been

.,, . .::
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q in ............ "-’" "
,z;:;~~~-2~9,::~t:on,,
_ but .~ cover operation been undert~:ken to
!~ ~

19
20

~,;ow the medical fi].es~ I t~,ne it, we!-e in the
of DY. Eli:.sberg,~s psychoana!ys.t~ ~were they not?

.-It. -,~

c,t~y should

~Tell, i don’t know th~t or ~hethe- they
record ~- ~ ......
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~3

.................., ’,

g ~h a nurse.
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~:. , ,

going

are M,,D..s~ ;]u~.. ..e~ s ass:;:,,e that for ’the sake of arqumenzo

....T]
-~ ....
facts:°:-, that ,as I .........
a.m-,-e stated earlier~ my ass’mt~gtion
is that it is ~cssibie to ~et specific medica~ and other kinds
-1., r o’,:i 7h

trai2: L,.I

1{ if he k>o~..ys whac he :is Ioo}:i,t?.a for wiehou’~ a vJ.olation
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Don ~t you know

did know the

You ~.~’ere usirh7

!~ in a pe~iorative sense, ~t,. Chaizn~.an~ and I was not sure
15
Senator E~’Vino Some people do things in illegal fashion~
ob~:ain i.nformatio~ in illegal fashion. But I would assert
as a lawyer that when you go to getti[~g the record of a
patient~ of a docto:c~;s opinion of his patient~ his recorded
opinion~ that you can~ot get it legally without consent of the
patient or without an order of a judge~ The only other way
you cmn get it is in an illegal or ~m~ethicai way~
! h~~ve taken more than my 20 minutes°
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yesterday in a mem~r~..ndi~
that ~ ses,¢~ you said it was your signature provided it could

}tr .~ ~ ~ ....

si~ Z su_b~d.t that that is not what

that memo~e~nd~.~ says.
..... ~,~. ?.’q~ere Is the

which had previously been authorized by

~ .....
should also~nc~u~e~.~-,,.
attempt to ascertaz~ the contents of

_~m@-~ a.~s~ze,.~ ~.~%.~ that that co~zlc,~ be done by complehe[ty
co~.v~ntiona! investig-a.ho~_m~ niea~r~.s.

~,~ ....
rea~. the l~nguage ’:

~
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3

7

9

~4

a~zd what £ know from my own experience is t/~at people who are
¯ " ~- ’ "

as I mentioned yesterday, insurance adjusters

pecp]~e of ~/~at kind have over ti!e years brought to at.to~.eys
information of ~hls
"’
’
kind whlch
tahey have been given
merit of .gaining,,

~m simoiy was not ~-n con~mpl~.ulon t/nat a

b~e~k-_~_., as such ’~rou.ld be " ~ ¯ " =
need

rehashino.,a~~=~.
~
o,_ that,: you covered it yes~rday~ but

did

state that you approved it i~" ’~done under your assurance that
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31
to the U~~ited Stz~tes,
to California, and we had a series of meetings in Californi~
to talk about this problem before we had this unit set up.
So whoever called General CusP~nan called before
the fact.

Q

Very well, sir. Now there came a time when this

operation became concerned with Dr. Ellsberg himself, is

that not correct?
A

Yes.

Q

And then there was an attempt or a decision made

to find out as much about Dr. Z!isberg as could be done, is
that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

And even part of that investigation was going to

center on his psychological profile, his mental attitudes,
his habits, and possible motivations. Is that correct?
A

Well, I learned about that after the fact, but

that is my understanding of the decision that was made.
Q

%~nen you say you learned about it after the fact,

what do you mean by that, sir?
A

Well, I learned after the break-in that they were

looking for informetlon for what they call a psychologica!

profile.
I was not aware of that before the fact.

Q
£PORT[t~G CO, INC.
~useLt~ Avenue, N.[.

So before ~-~ fact you ~:,~re not
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supervision or authority, to -- there was no atte£tpt made
by these people to ascertain information that would be
helpful in drawing out the psychological profile if I under.
stood what you just said. Is that right?
A

I didn’t know if they made an attempt or not.

was just saying that I didn’t learn of it until after I
learned of the break-in. ’ ~Q

Just so that the Grand Jury and we are clear on

this, prior to receiving, information about the break-in, yo~
had no information, direct or indirect, that a psychologica
profile of Dr. Ellsberg was being drawn up?
A

.I can’t recal! hearing of a psychological profiL

until after I had heard of the break-in.
Q

All right, sir. Is it also a fact, sir,- that

prior to your hearing of the break-in of the psychiatrist’s
office of Dr. Ellsberg, that you did not know of any inw~stigation into the mental attitudes, habits, customs, or
behavior of Dr. Ellsberg?
A

No, that would not be correct.

Q

That’s not correct? You had some information

about that?
A

The purpose of the investigation by iiunt and

in California, as I understood it, was to follow u~ a,
of leads which ~,~,~’re d&~elooed in the basic ~:"""
,:.husetts t~venue, N.E. il

I
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I

covering the Uhite House investigation of the PentagenPapers
case for over a year."
A

Well, that is co~ect in the sense In which I said

it to the FBI.
Now I ~d some stuff on file in my office. I had
a newspaper clipping file and some other papers relating to
that general subjec~ which went into the central files at
the end of Ap~l.
Q

You indicate here that y~ did ~intain a news-

paper clipping file on the Pentagon Papers case.
A

Right.

Q

But you say there were other papers in addition?

A

I t~ there were some others. There was a small

file and it j~t ~nt out. I didn’t have occasion to look at
it before it went, but It went.
Well, besides newspaper clippings, what was in
there ?
A

I dont know. I can’t tell you. I do not know.

Q

You didn’t have any occasion to examine any of tho

papers in that file within the last year?
A
Q

No. They came and got ~erything and just took it.
And so aside from the file that you m~intainad

personally then, the one tPmt you have just indicated had

ne~.~s,~aper clippi~,’~s and some other pa~>ers or doeu~nts

Be
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q

Now prior to this break-in at Dr. Ellsberg’s

psychiatrist’s, would you tell us all the information you
had available to you at that time that you knew about, any
10

kind of operation with respect to the psychiatrist, any

11

information at all.

12

A

Yes. Anything that you know o- everything and

13
14
15
16

17

To Mr. Ellsberg’s psychiatrist?

anythlng.
A

Well, as I said before, I can only generally re-

call a description of Ellsberg’s habits, particularly at the
time that he was employed at Rand out in California.
I can’t specifically recall that any of that

18

material said that he was under treatment or in analysis, or
anything of that sort.
21
’2

Q

And that’s all the information you knew prior to

the break-in?
Well, that’s all I can recall now.
You mentioned a moment ago in response to Mr.

24

25
ORTtNG CID~ INC.
,~eIts Avenue, N.[.

)C. 20002J

Silbert’ s question, that there were some files. Did you bare
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a file relating to --

1
2

A

No. I don’t believe I kept a file.

3

Q

Who had a file?

4

A

I thir& Mr. Krogh had a file.

5

Q

Anybody else have a file?

A .... I don’t know.
,Q

So as far as you know, prior to the break-in,

whenever that was, I think it was sometime in September,

,

September 3rd, the only person that had a file that you knewl
of was Mr.

10
11

A

Krogh?
I believe that’s right. I, of course, had a

great many other things going on. He would, from time to

12

time, post me on the whole Pentagon Papers matter.

13

This was not just Ellsberg at that time. There

14

were all kinds of things going on. There were lawsuits in-

t5

volving the New York Times. There was a lot of activity
going, on.

17

He would inform me from time to time of things
that would happen. But I kept no paper as I recall. I would
move paper out if any came in on this, and usually sign it
over to Krogh.

21
’2 "2

Q

there were any files anywhere in existence?

23

A
24

and after.
25

~, DC 20!?~i2

And subsequent to the break-in, did you learn that

,

I think there were a number of files both before

I
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1

Q

In whose hands?

2

A

Well, I assume Krogh. I think that he would be

3

the one that I would always look to for paper work on t~is

4

with the exception of -- I do recall running across this ver~

5

bulky clipping file that we had in our office, and why we

6

had it I don’t know.
But at some time or another we accumulated a

7
8

tremendous amount of newspaper clippings on this case.

That

was the whole Pentagon Papers case.
10
11
12
]3
14
15

Q

involved in this operation?
A

Not that I know of.

I would ass~ne that Krogh had

them all.

Q

¯ Did you ever learn that anybody had any files

ibefore or after September 3rd?

A

No, I don’t believe so.
Now were you aware before this break-in, which

17
18

Any other files in the custody of anybody else

took place on or about September 3rd, 1971, that an effort
was going to be directed towards obtaining information from

20

21

Dr. Ellsberg or Dr. Ellsberg’s psychiatrist?
A

Ahead of the fact? No.
Have you ever testified anywhere under oath before

’2:2

that is in a Court proceeding?
23

A

Yes.

Q

~en was that?
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feasible
~., ~’Okay~ ~o ~head and

don t

,m~: ,,:: matte:¢ of fact~
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facts
All rig~ht ~

Mr., Ehr].z,..n.:~a~,
o [ am ~ ~opp._d at ~b,~£:. ~hone call, as a
matter of fact~ b~cause while ~ %.~a8 up ~ere I am quite ,~uz’e !
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]1

13

,~

o
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3

why ~hey "" ~ Q

l’m i~eres=ed in Chat part of ~he conversagion,

too, Mr. Ehrlichman.
6

A

All righg .

He said $hag "~nney
’ had made i$ appeag

~o be a buz-giary;. ~ha~ ~hey had disrupted Ehe

~n~e~xo~’

I recall, torn it up.

particular piace. He expiai~ed chaa ghey werd look’xn~
t~
12

1,3

info~ma~io~ ~eia~ing =o any~hi~ag ghag £ilab#:,~g.

- e mig~g have

~ol.d his psychiatrist abou~ his a~sociages o= abou$ his

connecgion with ~"~,~* e ~"~
~o~.a~ion thag they could
co do a -- some kind of a osychiag~"~c
and ~hey wea’e ioo>’~ ",,

19

A

activity in advance?

A
"X~eS ~
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,

.

I don’t know exactly when i became aware of the ,
burglary of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office. XX~N~

he called me. I registered dismay, disapproval, remonstrated
with him. l I didn’t feel that these people should be fired
immediately because we were in the middle of a national
security situation. It was my opinion that a determination
of the security problem and the apprehensioD of those who
wer@ doing this outweighed any consideration of turning

t~ese people Over "to %he Beverly H~s Police Department.
expression of disapproval was very stro

Not long after

that operation was collapsed, I didn’t keep track of what
happened to those people. I did not feel it necessary to
~ ~

report this incident to Haldeman or anybody else.

Dean cam~.~into ..possession of i~formation" about this :
incident. Whether-i told him or somebody else I don’t know.
At some point he informe~ me that Henry Peterson knew about
it. This~ was ~robably a year ago. Petersen_was infomed
that Silbert and Gray were also informed.

~

I had several discussions with Dean about this. The
first one was a long time ago and was purely informationa!.
He told me that the camer~a from the CIA had film left in it
and there were pictures of Liddy standing in front of the
doctor’s office~ showing the doctor’s name on the door,
automobile with license number, pictures of the inside ransacked.

I
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10
11

q

Now~~ you referred earlier to a log that you had on

April 30th showing a meeting with David Young.

12

A

Yes.

.13

q

That same log shows an Ii:00 o’clock meeting -- two

14

hours later--with Mr. Krogh.

15

A

Yes.

16

q

What was the subject of that, sir?

17

A

I imagine it was the Ellsberg break-in disclosure.

-

.~

18

It seems to me that, if I recall this occasion, I was asked

19

t~ pass alongthe executive

20

and to Mr

"

21

on that occasion.

- ~

23
24
25

!PORTING CO., tt~C.

rivile e uidelines to Mr. Young
and I think I did that

was that the only purpose of the meeting with Mr.

22

’

,.;~"

BY MR. SILBERT:

9

Krogh?

A

As far as ! can recall[ ~es.

q

And did he advise you as to the steps that he was
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1

going to take with respe=t to the "~isp~osltion of his own

2

matter?

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lo
11
12

Last Sunday, on the telephone,
Q

That was after he-d°~e it. T~is’past ~unday, two

days ago?

-

A A_fte~ he had sent the affidavit to the Judge. He
told me that he had done so.
Q

,-

""

~- ’-. :- -

Yes. He told me what was in the affidavit and that

he had sent it forward.
Q

.

On Sunday, after he t~d sent it to the Judge on the

preceding Friday?
A

.

_.

’

.: ~.

-~

Now, had you had any discussion with h~m, prior to

13

his sending it, about either the affidavit or what, if any-

14

thing, his recollection ofthis event was?

15

A

Yes. I had a discussion with him at sometime pre-

16

vious to that and I guess it.was during the previous week,

17

In which he said he intended to sit down with the Attorney ’

18

General-designate, Mr. Richardson, and disct~s the facts,, as

19

he recalled them with Mr. Richardson.

2o

:

And he told me, either on that occasion or a few day

21

prior to that, that he had retained counsel and that he was

22

represented.

23

Q

24

And so he was going to sit down with the designated

Attorney General?
A

Yes, sir.

And he reported to me, on Sunday, that heI
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6

129
had done that.
2
3
4

13
14
15

17
18

2O
21
22

CO.,
~venl~e, N.E.

Q

And did he tell you that he had been to our office

as well?
A

Yes.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

March 29, 1974

Frank H. Strickler, Esquire
Whiteford, Hart, Carmody & Wilson
815 Fifteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Mr. Strickler:

This is to confirm our telephone conversations
yesterday and today in which you inquired whether we
would provide you with the Grand Jury testimony of
Egil Krogh and David Young. It was apparent from our
discussion that you wanted this material for use by
your client, John Ehrlichman in his April 15, 1974
perjury trial in Los Angeles County.
I advised you that we would not presently provide
you with this material but that it will be provided to
you and other defense counsel in the Fielding break-in
case (#74-116) a reasonable time prior to trial. We
are still reviewing the extent of the material to be
furnished prior to trial and will set forth a schedule
of pr6duction in our response to the matter of severance
and trial date, which response will be filed on April i.
We have not supplied the Grand Jury testimony of
Krogh and Young to the Los Angeles District Attorney’s
Office.
Sincerely yours,

1
Associate Special Prosecutor
cc:

Charles F. Barker
Dana P. Brigham
Sidney Dickstein
Henry B. Rothblatt
Daniel E. Schultz

LEGAL FILE

April 4, 1974

Philip A. Lacovara
United States v. Ehrlichman
Walter Barnett, Chief of the Appeals and Research
Section of the Civil Rights Division, called to offer
a citation to a case that may be helpful i~ the
defendants in the Fieldlnq break-ln case raise a
problem about our erroneous citation to Section 241(a)
of Title 18. His staff had uncovered this case because of a typographical error in the recent Kent State
indictment which refers in one count to a violation o£
"due process or law." The case is United States v.
Fruchtman, 42~--F.2d I019 (6th Cir. [97’0), cert. denie~,
400 U~ 849, which apparently permits amendment of an
indictment to fill in the omission of the title o~ the
United States Code allegedly violated.

cO:

Mr. Merrill
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~.~’ ::~-:j.:.~:i-..",.’~.-. :~~.’ ~.-i~~r~~~ ~i~. ~-~ is-~h~’:fi,rm bel~ief "that,- de~pite ~c.~e-..
differences, and divisions ~qi.thin the ~ederal Go.vernment
concerning the work of the Watergate Special Prosecutor,
the prosecution has gone ~-ell beyond the requirements
imposed by _B~ v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) and
~a~er cases of the Supreme Court cases interpreting

We shall show that nothing in thi-~ line of case&
requires "~.e prosecutor, ev~-n in t!~e most ordinary
of si’cuations, to order a full search of the files of
every office, bureau and departmcnt of the Executive
Branch for unspecified docv.::"..nts (although we have gone

far towards ordering this in the present case).
Certainly, the law does not require giving the
defendant fu~l access to every governmental’file on
a bald allegation that it may con~hain some unspecified
form of ~xculpatory evidence. To the contrary, the
heart of Brady, as restated in Moore, is a prohibition
on the suppression of exculpato~" evidence by the
p~ecutor himself. I~.~atever may be the rule with
--.:~ -- regard to carefully specified documents which may be
exculpatory and which--are ~__i.n..the .hand.s.o~. ~n_related
departments of the Executive Bran.ch,~. the obligation
--’_-ZC’C; ::.

- ......... - ..............................

. .

-does not go beyond requiring the prosecutor to turn

-~ --- :~~:
- .....
¯

over material in the hands of those directly involved
in the prosecution itself.

.particular documents or even identify-the-subject .................
matter of documents requested.. Fur%hermore the utter
vagueness-o~ defense’sall~g~tions-of material~ty
casts grave ~o~ubt on the.-good faith of the defendants
...... _~
.....
.deman.di.ng_
docrum_e.nts..~
...._W.e_-...have, however, gone..
..._
..:_ in
~..~.
_.:..~
....
_ .. far_ beyond what the. law r_equire.s._._._ TO demonstr.a, te
~ _ ~_ u_u~_ ......_

~his.~_~9.e ..shaLl._first-.
. .....
......:-discu-s~-~-t-he-r~le-varrt-_...
_ ....
. .evidence .
~s .framed.by the indic~ment- and the .Court’s ruling of
May 24, 1974. We shall then state ~’hat we have

form of exculpatory evidence. To the contrary, the
heart of ~.rady, as restated in Moore, is a prohibition
on the suppression of exculpatory evidence by the
p~o~ecut~~ ~i~seif. I~atever may be the rule with
regard to carefully specified documents which may be
............ exculpatory, and which-- are [._i~n._the .handg-.o.f" ~n_related
departments of the Executive Branch,., the obligation

_.

.... does not go beyond requiring the prosecutor to turn
...... -: -= ’:::":"- over material in the hands of those directly involved
in the prosecution itself.

.particular documents or even identify¯ the-sub-ject
matter of documents requested.. .Furt.hermore the utter¯

vagueness-of- defense’ s -all~gations -of material~ty ......

cas~s grave ~o~ubt on the-good faith of the defendants
.in .demandin~doc.um_ents.:._.._~e.-_.have, .however, gone. ......
far_beyond what the law r_eq_~_i._r_e~_. ....
~0 de_m~onstr_a, te
~his,;_w_e ishaLl._first- discu-s~t_..he-:r.~le.v~.n_t..eviden.ce
..

as .framed .by..the in.dic.tment- and the Court’s ruling of -- ......
May 24, 1974. We shall then state what we have
done to see to it that the wholly unspecified exculpatory evidence ~hich the defendants seek might
be discovered despite the absence of a Brady requirement for a burdensome search in this procedural setting..In our third section, we will review the cases dealing
with the relevant issues under Brady as they bear upon
the demands for all doc~m, ents. Finally, and most
important, in the fourth section we shall shone that
the claim of a violation of Brady_ rights with regard

to defendant Ehr!ichmzn’s demand for notes of his
conversations with the President is even weakerthan
the other claims. It is plainly Without le4al
justification.
I. The theory of the prosecution’s basic conspiracy.
case is. that defendant Ehrlichman approved an operation involving an unlawful entry into Dr. Fielding’s
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_o-ffice for-the purpose of searching for psychiatric
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.. Q~ discussions and req~ipt of memoranda from..~0g~
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throughly-evidence relating__DriQr., .knowl~g~m f-the entry"
.to his knowledge of event~..su~$oun~ing the obtaining
___~_~__~o_f...~-[CXA~ psyghologicai/.’profile ,of_.Ellsberg,.: his patti-
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cipation .in effQr~’S_tQ obtain--~°the~- ~IA ..~Ss.~sh~DZe,
.
. ......
.
disseminate
derogato~._
. . .f-..’.:. - his efforts ~o.obil.iD and to

. ~. up the .e~s~¢~ce~ of ~_his~inv~Ivement in..t~se .activities
.-~
....... _ ................:~..~. (inc~lud~g---lying::to~ the~FBI and the Grand Jury).¯

In addition, th~_:pr°sec~er charges defendant

___

~ ~~!_..~.~ ....~:~man=¢¢i’t~-making a false statemen~f~to~~agents
~=.....
when h4 told them that he had not seen the ~gntagon .’.
.
Papers case files for more than a year; and defender

"

Ehrlic~man is ch~ged with perju~ in teil~g ~e
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Fielding entry prior to...!~~u~enqe.~.~_result
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In addition, the pr0sect~ter charges defendant

when h4 told them that he had not seen the ~.entagon
Papers case files for more than a year; and defendant
Ehrlichman is charged with perjury in telling, the
Grand Jury that he .did not know about any psychological
profile of Ellsberg prior to the break-in,
A. The prosecutor.believes that the only controverted issues that these charges will raise are the
following:

°

I/ Other charges are unlihely to raise controverted
~actual issues not already comprised in the above.

I. Since Enrl.~chman does not deny the meeting
on August 5, nor does he deny that he approved the
plan for a covert operation presented in the August ll

memo, th~ conhroverted factual issue in the conspiracy
~ case consists of whether Ehrlichman knew that this
covert operation was to consist of an unlawful search
.of Dr. F_.ielding’ s_off.ice~
2~Did~.Ehrlic~an. tell FBI agents .that he

had not seen Pentagon Paper~cca.se fil/s fbr a year~
..................
3 .......i~ fact seen Pentagon
Had~Ehrlichman
........... Paper~ case"--~i~4~ on!y_-a short time .before the. FBI
interview?
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case consists of whether Ehrlichman knew that this
covert operation was to consist of an unlawful search
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of Dr. Fielding’s office.
Evidence tending to show that Ehrlichman
did not tell FBI agent~ that he had not seen Pentagon
Papers case files for a year.
3. Evidence tending

s~:....g that Ehrlichman

had not seen such files for more th~n a year prior
to the FBI interview.
4. Evidence tending to showthat Ehrlichman
was not-aware of the existence of a psychological
profile of Dr. Ellsberg prior to the Fielding break--in.
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The prosecutor, in its efforts to obtain Potentially
exculpatory information for defendants, has done the
following :
A. The prosecutor has searched his own "offices
and has made available to the defense, not only informarion falling into categories B(1) through B(4) .supr..a,
but also any material even remotely relevant to the
......... prosecution that he. ha.s....found, there.
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ex.p.lained, in detail what..was required to another official

with firsthand knowledge of them. No material
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relevan~ udder the Brady doctrine was discovered as
a result of these extensive, searches..
The prosecutor’s staff has itself conducted
a ~rch of the P1 .umbers’ files
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marion falling into categories B(1) through B(4) supra,
but also any material ev.en remotely relevant to the
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spoke to an official with firsthand familiarity with
the .relevant-files, or to an 0ffic£al .who, in turn,
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explained-in detmil what. was required to another official
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with firsthand knowledge of them. No material
relevan£ udder the Brady. doctrine was dis~overed as
a..res~It of theseextensive searches...
C. The prosecutor’s staff has itsel.f conducted
!

a search of the Plun~ers’ files ~n the W~ite House.
All exculpatory material from those files has been
made available to defendants
Although the search of outside agency files was
not conducted by the prosecutor’s staff itself, the

search was a thorough and competent one. As is ~lear

from Part I, the controverted factual issues in this
case are both narrow and few. As Part II shows, it
is not difficult to explain to persons familiar with
outside agency files exactly what sort of material
might be exculpatory. And, as Moore v. Illinois,
408 U.S. 794, indicates, the prosecution need turn
__ - ..... :;. ..........
. ...........
Qy...er.... Qn!Y m.at~rial’-t~’at°-’i~-’.t-a-~he-t, clea~ly_ exculpatory.
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’ ........ prose.~9°~.m~s.t~not suppress_evidence thathe, knows .....
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to punishment. ’; f~.,p0r;~£t, then, are .(a) suppressioh
.by the’prosecution after’h request by the defens’e,
(b) %!le evidence’ s favorable charact.er’for the d~fense,

might be exculpatory. And, as ~9ore v. Illinois,
408 U.S. 794, indicates, the prosecution need turn
over only material--9~-at-~i~--e-~-~he-r clea~ly, exculpatory.
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~th~--accused-and-.is ~.a.terialeither to guilt o-r .......
" " ’ "
then, are .(a) suppressio~
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.by the "prosecution after’~ request by the defens’e,
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~ (b) tl~e evidence’s favorable character’for the d~fense, -"
and (c) .the mater~ality of the evidence."
It is plain t~]at the prosecutor need not perform
the sort of elaborate file search that he has undertahen here. As the Sixth Circui-5 Court of Appeals
has recently observed:
2--/ The Pentagon Papers file, for example, involves
thousands of individual files in FBI offices throughout
the country.

Brad~ did not deal with pretrial discovery.
.~ ion
It concerned only prosecutorial
of evidence known to be crucial to the
defense .of the accused .... Bradv never
%.;as intended to create pretrial rum~Jies.
United States v. Moore, 439 F.2d 1107, I108 (’1971).
%
Brady. holds only that the suppression at
trial of evidence favorable to the accused
is a denial of due process. This is a far
cry from requiring :~he. Gover.nment to determine prior to trial what evidence in its
files wil!.b~-favorab~--e .tO the accuse.d,, a
----.~.~:~{.~-crystal~ball type decisi~--~which~might ......... ¯ ........
often be impossible ~..~ithout advance knowli .............................. - ................................ _b_~...~re.se.nted_. _at_ ._t_r_i_a_ I., ....
_-United_.States v. Conder, 423~F.2d 904,.911 (6th Cir.
1970). More _.~!~ecifi~a_I!~L.~.:courts have routin_e_!y.
rejected .._dgf_9.B_se._r.9.qzests, un_d.er, th.e Brady. doct[i.ne,
th
.......... ..that

h it files
fo
e Government searc
s-

r-ev
n
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useful to the.. defe’A-~e.. S$$, e.g., United States ~._ ...........
.............. ~le~son, 265 F. Supp. 8_8.0. (S~.D._N..Y.~.I9.67); United_.
States v. Cobb,. 271.F..Supp: 159 (S.:D.N.Y. 1967).....
~ _
....... I_~.:i.s- equa.ll¢ plain, that. Bradz<does no:t require.: ......

the-prosecugion to make availab~__fQr..defens~ ~nspec.- .......

arguably_containing information rel@vant.to .the case,

...... " ...........

In United States--.v. Leichtfuss,-331 F. Supp. 723,. 731

---~-.~ - - ......
:_.--~ .....~ .........- .......

..~-..--7-.-.f-:~--..-~-~-(.h~.D;-I~2C:I~I); for example, ~he. District .Court.. stated :
[R]elying on the Brady principle, defendants
seek to review all evidence of any kind in
the possession of the government to determine if any of.that evidence is "favorable
~o thai; cause." The basis of their request
is %hat defense ~ounsel and not the governs-

Brady holds only that the suppresslon an
trial of evidence favorable to the accused
is a denial of due process. This is a far
cry from requiring -~he. Gover.nment to determine prior to trial what evidence in its
files will.b~-favorab]-e to the accuse.d,, a
............. ~:~-~-crystal~ba!l type decisio-~-which-might ..................
often be impossible ~.~ithout advance knowS,
b@ ~resented at trial~ " . ............... ~ ..........
.United.States v Conder, 423. F.2d 904, 911 (6th Cir.
. _

1.970) . .. More .~~~~.,_:courts have routin~_!y.

...... ~@jected ~gf_gnse._~9.quests, under the Brady doctrine.,
._.that the Government search its-fi~ for-evidence
................... A
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. the d~fJ~e.. ~ee, e.g., United State~

.................Gie~son 265 F. Supp..890 (S...D.~..Y.L.~9.$7); ~nite~.
States v. Cobb,. 271 F..Supp~ 159 ($~D.N..~.t i~7.)t ...............
require
.............. ~ ....Z_t:..is_-~qua.!lY. plain..thm~:

the. prosecution to.make avai!ab!9__fQr defense lnspec.- .........
.......... ’~-io~ ]~%or i~ection by the C0ur~~ all.o~ its .files.
arguably _containing informati.on re.l~e.v_a.nt
.to the case.
" -" -.- ’ ..
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........
In.. Unite_.d.__..S_tates.-~vt Leichtfuss, .. 331 F. Supp. 723, 731
.:_..-.-..-.-------r--..-----~-.(I~.D~-I-~.I-c:I~I);~ for ex.ample, the. District Courk..stated:
[R]elying on the Brady principle, defendants
seek to review all evidence of any hind in
the possession of the government to determine if any of.that evidence is "favorable
to thai; cause." The basis of their request
is that defense tounsel and not the government should determine what evidence is
favorable to the defendant and that defense
counsel can make such a determination only
after reviewing all of the evidence. As an
alternative proposition, the defendants
urge that all of the government’s evidence.
should be reviewed hy the court in camera
and the court, will then mahe the determination as to what evidence may be favorable
to the defendant.
In considering the proposed alternatives
I .
. [conclude] th&t both are "u::.acceptable’," and that in final analysis

8

interests of all ~.:ould best be served if
~.:e continue to r.ely on the -]uegm.ent and
to determine
~.;hat, under Bra:d’.,.,’, it has a duty to
disclose.
In s~m, the courts have neither required the G~vernment, nor allowed defendants, to cull Government
files in the search for evidence favorable to the
defense.¯

See also Uni%ed States ¯v. Cbbb, supra

’of~ ~tggr-N~ggt-f~g. ..... Indfied, tg’e ggg-egt t-0 }~Hi-dNthe- ......... ?i ...... " ..... ..: --.-..:--pros’ecutor mus{ ~rod~ce dohui~ents-from t[efiles of ’---- ._

outslde agencmes ms ~---~-alf in doubt. The pro~ecut0~:’~:--:’’~-’~" ~"
may be obliged :to.L~r~ns~k~~-to -the defense,

..............

_ . ......

.........

ry
~ ., .~i. ~-~ -

"

a~ ~aterial in~h~ poss~ssfo-n--ofits
-~" xnvestigative
i~:~- ~ "

..

1971)) (tape mn the possession of narcotics agent)

or ~pe~ifically ideptified material in the possession - .. ¯
-":-<[~f:-~["::l[:~--: ---of another 6gency di~ectly ~ohnected ~.~ith the case.

- .....

United Siates v. ~eutsch, 475 F.2d 55 (Sth Cir. 1973)
................... (personnel foleer ofP~sd~of~ice" employee who was ....
-- ~---’~~’~-~:~ginci~l~"w~ -~i /. " ~ainst defendant, chErged -- -~m<~<~~£i~i~-~-~ But_the_cases have nO%-"@one beyond
........................... r~:~{gi~g ~im to turn over material in the hands of
~ose. "directly assisting him in bringZng an accused
........ ~-justice-,"-Moore v-. ~linois,-~08-’U.S. 794, 810.

files in the search for evidence favorable to the
defense. See also Uni%ed_~States v. C~bb, supra

Of~ ~tl~g-r-g~gbf~-i’ag. ..... Indfied, the "Ngg-efft t-0 g,;~H2-dN"the- ................. "" "

outside agencies ~s ~tse~z ~n u

=~o~or

may be obli, g~d .~o .2grans~k’-~’-to -the defense .~

ry ......

1971)) (tape ~n the. possession of narcotics agent)
or specifically identified material in the possession

::"of another agency dii:ectly ~orinacted with the case.

"

United States v. Deutsch, 475 F.2d 55 (Sth Cir. 1973)
.................... (p-~-rs-~-hn~-l.-~~l-de~:-~f--p~s~Of~ie~ employee who was

’-

requzrzng ~im to turn over material in the hands of
those.."di~ectly assisting him in bringZng an accused

(dissent). And there is no suggestion in any case
that’s Brady review of outside ¯agency material by the
outside agency staff is insufficient.
In sum, the .Special Prosecutor, by turning over

..

all conceivably relevant evi,-lence in his own possession
(not just "material" evidence), and by conducting a
search for all such evidence in numerous outside agencies

(not just agencies directly assisting with the case),
has not only met, but has far exceeded, any oblig&tion
that _Bradv~ imposes upon him. To do more would simply
,
Of course, defendants are perfectly free to use
their remaining time before trial to engage in such

their
....... ~ ~ ~ _. -~~..~ ~~~~-~ -~ ~~~ i i ab I e for .......
~ w ~~ns~ec~on’
e e ~hat in
:-: ......
~h~ ~ur~eor~

~~ers of documei~s-f;~ o~t~ide agencies shouldZ~

is ba~ed on a represenha~mon thag the defense..need~ " "

available for inspection.. But that. xs ~ng~h~atter~~ ....
onr po~-h~~imp~Y~ tha~heir-reque~o e~ine
. ...... :.. "~’~-~.-- .~-~..~£.

.. ..

- ........ .

-~~

’tional standards of relevancy, mater~al~y and

inexcusable ~-;hen, as here, they are in possession of

-~-

Of course, defendanhs are perfectly free to use
their remaining time before tria! to engage in such
...... . ....

~~~overy :as.-_ .t~.~y:~s~e:_fi~--If /_hey wi~h- tg_s_pend ." .............

"

...... " ........ " ’ ’~ files ~hae -~r~o~s ~g~~-h~:~"-~d~~~’~~i lable ~or

...................... inspection, we have no objeCtion. W~ b~lieve %hat in
.... . ..........

... ~ ....... ::~ .......

" -...._

---~ers of documeffgs ..f~o~out~ide agencies shoul~
~-’~ -<~=~=-~- -~=2~~-’a~o~~’--~ ~~~~..g~ CdUrt shoula ~eny any ........

is ba~ed on a representation thah the defens~..needs " "
more time to search through files. ~he~ ha~e_~0_f~ight
................. ~~g through but which-Were volunhSr
available for insp~-gi~.. But th~’. £~" ~an99h~.-ma£ter~
o~r -po&~-h~~imp~y= tha~heirrequesLa Lo e~ine "

’’: "
-"=--....

tional standards of reldvancy, m~e~iaii~y and

---

" " -ex~ul~abilit~. It~s worth s~ressing that’~he
............ ... ......................
~ .......
~ -7~
..... ~---:."<.--~e~en~e’~-£~il~f~ ~0 me~t-t~:s~"~standards i~-a~s6luh~l~ ....
inexcusable when, as here, they are in possession of
/~ the prior relevant statements Of each and every proposed

3--/In assessing the good faith of the defense in sub~- ¯ poenaing massive Government files, the Court should
bear in mind the evident lack of good faith in the
submission of a witness list containing names of 53
individuals, the bulk of whom obviously have no relevant testimony to offer.
~
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Government witness, and a vast array of documents
bearing on the charges in the indictment, i~cluding
the Government’s proposed trial exhibits. The
oO.

defense ~ossesses more than enough information on
which they can fashion a clear and precise statement
as to relevancy, materiality and exculpability as

and there is-.no..reason-i$ de~iate from-.them here.

which they can fashion a clear and precise statement
as to relevancy, materiality and exculpability as

..- and there is-no .reason- i~ deviate from-.them here.

-- -

4/ However, we are willing to look oursel%~es through
any individual file that defendant specifically .......
identifies and with regard to which he makes a prior
showing that it might contain exculpatory material.

ii

IV. Finally, the situation with regard to the .’~nlte
House files of notes made by Mr. Ehrlichman-when he
was the Presidential Assistant is even clearer.
A. :i4r. Ehrlichman has nowhere shown the basis
on which he is claiming access to the %’~_~ite House
files. To the contrary, his own statements under-mine
any sucb--~==~--.~ --k&~----- -~:-~ ~ ......
- ..... ~-L~--~ " .....

-h~~-n-~es-- concerning t~-F}e~d-~n.g-b~£n. - To
.... :-= - "--.-:~ :[h~--contrigy ,- a-iI-°6f~ the-~not~s-.in-qu~{tion are r~cords
of conversations to which the President was a party.
Mr. Ehrlic~uman has repeatedly ~.stated that the President
wa~--iot:even aware~6f--theFiel-ding break-in before
March 1973.

’

notes on the theo~ that the absence of any mention of " " ¯ _the Fielding break-in tends to prove his non-involvement.
He plainly could not produce all of these notes at trial
...............

to establish the fac~--that-he made notes on every makter
he was involved in; theevidence is too remote, too far
from probative~ and too irrelevant.
B.: 9",~olly aside from this first point,.

Ehrli.chman has been given more than what he would be enti~l~d to even if he had clmimed that excul~atory

on which he is claiming access to the ~.~_~qite }!ouse
files. To the contrary, his own statements undermine

.he-~v~-n~tes- concern-ing t.ht~"Fi-eidin’g-b~e~k-in- - To ...............
’hhh--conhri~y,-~ll-"0f the-’notes-..in-qu~tion are r~cords
of conversations to which the President ~as a party.
Mr. Ehrlic~man has repeatedly .stated that the President
.... ~ .~~:~----.... aware’~6f--theFielding break-in before
wa~-not :evenMarch 1973.
~. 5~ ....~E~rl.ichman ~s._-n0.t_ entitled-t~his-..
notes on the theory that the absence of any mention of
......... the Fielding breakLin tends to prove his non-involvement.
He plainly could not produce all of these notes at trial
................

to estal~lish the fac~.-.that he made notes on every ma~ter
-he was involved in~ theevidence is too remote, too far
from probative7 and too irrelevant.

B$[ ?~olly aside from this first point,.
Ehrlichman has been given more than ~¢hat he would be en- ......
ti~14d to even if he had cl’aimed "that excul~atory
material appeared in the ~ite House files. ..
i. As ~.~e have shown in Part III, supra, Brady
does not even require what defendant has been afforded,

a review of Gove~-nment files by Government officials
looking - r hypothetically exculpaho~’y materials that
we have no reason to believe ever existed.. Neither the
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defendant nor his counsel is permitted %-:holesale access
to Government files. In the present case the ~’Fnite }louse
has offered to review these files for Brady materials
in light,of the clarificationoof the issues i~.Part If,
9upra. An appropriate affidavit could then be filed
detailing the results of such a review.
2. ._I_n_ l_ight of the _clarity o.f the factual
issues in this case-the offer., to. Mr:....Ehrlichman._to re-

protection than the Brady entitlement to have an ad.verse pa~ty, the prosecuti.o~.~..revi~ the files~ .In
this situation the defendant can be expected to identify
documents with th~ requisite sufficient clarity so that
he and his coihnsel..c~a.n then contest, before the Court,
any Presidential refusal to release the documents
¯¯

(seeking~.in-the..first.instance, .an order to produce

.................. ~__ specific, materiaZ documents for in camera insp.~._t_i_.o_n.)._. ....

__o... ...... -...._.~..:2~.2 ~[.~ :.i,~T.his..~.is -th e~ .pr. ocedur e-.:.t-ha- .~- ...was..~-o i lowed.- at---the - sen ...... ,_ a .......

to permit counsel to be present in a..room adjoined
to t:he fileg and to confer, with his cIient’s .~aminatien-. "’- -of the files.

Counsel will also be permitted to make

any notes.~hich are necessary to aid him in assisting
his recollection in the event that any relevant document

supra. An appropriate affidavit could then be filed
detailing the results of such a review.
2. ~-~_I_n_. light of ...the clarity of the factual
issues in this ca~o~-the offer- to. Mr. Ehrlichman _to review the files pe~-sonal!N~also£is .cer~~i/~_.greater
protection than the Brady entitlement to have an ad.verse pa~ty, the prosecuti.o~,_.revi~u: the files. .In .....
.this situation the defendant, can be expe_ct_ed to identify
.......................... documents with the requisite sufficient clarity so that
he and his comnsel-.~aa then Contest, before the Court,
any Presidential re~usal to release the documents
¯¯

. (seeking~..in-the..first-instance, .an order to produce .

................ ._.__. ~pecific, material" documents for in camera insp._%c_t_i_o_n.)._.

3. o~_._a_~_._~.b~ ~he White House is willing
..... to permi~ counsel to be present in a room adjoined
to ~he fileg and to confer, with his client’s.~xamination-- "’of the files.

Counsel will also b~ permitted to make

any notes ..which are necessary to aid him in assisting
his recollection in the event that any relevant document
is not forthcoming and must be subpoenaed. Thus, there
is nothing to prevent Mr. Ehrlichman from relating to
his attorney in full detail the contents of any and all.
documents examined by him. Though this procedur~ .is
cun~ersome, it is still more than adequate.
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CONC LUS IO[,~
The recogd to date demonstrates that any further
requests by the defense for even more sweepin~ cooperation wo.uld be impermissible and must be denied:
Respectfully submitted,

Special Prosecutor

Sp.ec ia!_ Pr_ o.secuto..or
Counsel.. to.the_ .....

-Wi-LL-YT~F:H-. W, ERRILL
Associate Special Prosecutor

Assistant

PHILIP B. HEY~,~NN
..
Special Assistant to the Special
Prosecutor-

RICHARD D. WEi~BERG
Assistant Special Prosecutor

tion wo.uld be in~permlSSlble and must De ~enle~.
Respectfully submitted,

Special Prosecutor

Counsel to the Sp.ecial Prosecutor

.... ~~f q~. MERRILL
Associate Special Prosecutor

-~--:. ."PHILIP J. BAKES, JR.- -

....-

........ : _..
........
. .. Assistant Special Prosecutor --,-;~=-~-~--¢.~,’t~"- - ....,,,~:/_.. .- ....~. ~..

--.~ ......

. _..,:._ .-

:..-.--

..__. ........... . .....
.--_

-_

. .... .. .

-

.-.~=._.. ., . : ~_. ~ "-. 2~-:.=.2= = .......

" ........ .

PHILIP B. HEY[~NN
Special Assistant to the Specia!
Prosecutor
"" "
.-:-.;---’--:’.~’-~:’..,..’.- k" ~o..:...~.,-’. ...[-:-., ~-..~-:" , ...
, .... -. . .

RICHARD D. WEINBERG
Assistant Special Prosecutor
Watergate Specia! Prosecutio~ Force
1425 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Attorneys for the United States.
DATE D:

June I0, 1974

D~PARTMENT OF J U.S°I’ICE

"7,/
TO

FROM

: Mr. Henry S. Ruth
Deputy Special Prosecutor

June 14, 1974

: William H. errlll~
Associate Special ~P~r6~cutor

suBj~-c’r:

Policy Respecting Taking of Pleas From John Ehrlichman "
and Others
¯

Today in a discussion with you, I heard for the first
time about a memorandum dated June 4 regarding the above subject of which I was apparently a joint author. After receiving a copy of the memo from you and reading it I think
you should know that I was not a joint author of the memo.
do not recall receiving a copy of it and I did not participate
in discussions which led to the writing of the memo. The only
discussions relating to this subject which I had occurred
during the negotiations, with Colson and was .limited to advising Jim Neal of the Previous discussions.which had occurred
with Ehrlichman’s cbunsel~.and the fina! position.the office "
had taken in connection with a plea from Ehrlichman.
With respect to the substance of the memorandum, I have
the following observations:
..

(1)

(2)

In connection with para. I-l,, I do not believe
that we fee! any need. of an offer of proof from
Ehrlichman with respect to Fielding prior to
accepting his plea.
¯
¯ In connection with I-3, it should be remembered
that in ourprevious negotiations with Ehrlichman
(in a letter dated January 17, 1974) we indicated
that we would be willing to accept a plea of guilty
to a two count Information, one charging a violation
of 18 USC ~241 (the Fielding break-in) and a second
count charging a violation of 18 USC ~371 (the conspiracy to obstruct justice in connection with the
post-Watergate break-in investigation). It is my
understanding that in a telephone conversation on
January 31, 1974, Mr. Jaworski advised Joe Ball
that we would accept a plea of guilty to a one
count Information charging a violation of 18 USC
~24! regarding the Fielding break-in and which
Information
¯
wouldinclude
’~~
a discussion of and overt
acts relating to the Watergate cover-up. Sometime
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thereafter we were advised by John Wilson that
Ehrlichman would not accept the’ proposal as
outlined by Mr. Jaworski to Mr. Ball on January 31,

(3)

(4)

(5)

I am not persuaded that the reasons set forth in
II of the June 4 memo are sufficient to justify
requiring more than we were willing to accept as
a result of the January 31, conversation between
Jaworski and Ball. I recognize that the possession
of Presidential transcripts now gives us considerably more evidence showing Ehrlichman,s involvement
and therefore increases the likelihood of his conviction in the Watergate cover-up. However, it
was not my impression that we were willing to accept
the type of plea that was discussed in the January
31 telephone conversation because of any feeling of
concern about our ability to prove Ehrlichman,s
guilt in.the Watergate cover-up.
The reasons.set forth in II-4 as to why we accepted
the plea from Colson do not seem entirely accurate
to me, but since I do not believe that our reasons
for accepting~he plea we did from Colson should
dictate how we handle Ehrlichman, there is no
reason to discuss why we took the plea we did.from
Colson.
From other information ¯that
"
" come to me, I believe
has
that the only way we could get Ehrlichman to plead
guilty to two counts (namely the Fielding break-in
and the Watergate cover-up) would be if Ehrlichman
could be assured that Gesell would be the sentencing
Judge. Othe~gise, I thinkwe would have to stay
with the proposal that was outlined to Ball on the
telephone by Mr. Jaworski on January 31.

cc: Neal
Ben-Veniste
Files
¯
Chron
Merrill
Bakes
Breyer
Heymann

TO

:

FROM

Leon Jaworski

DATE: January 14, 1974

Phil Bakes

SUBJECT: Ehrlichman
Th~ issue is what Ehrlich~an should be allowed
to plea~o in exchange for disposing of all potential
charges against him.
It is m.y feeling that this office should
accept no less than two guilty pleas to two distinct
felonies, viz., (i) obstruction of justice in the
Watergate cov----er-up and (2) violation of civil rights
in the Fielding break-in. If Ehrlichman does not
agree to this, then we should be prepared to indict
him and try him on all charges.
Ehr~chman’s potentia! liability is great. In
Watergate alone there are three perjury counts in
addition to the obstruction of justice count. Moreover, he.played a "but-for" role in cover-up by
approving and authorizing the payment of money.
In Fielding, his potential liability is great also.
In addition to the break-in itself, there are three
good counts of perjury against him. Also, the role
he played was central -- if he did not specifically
authorize and approve the covert operation, there
would have been no break-in. In light of all this,
it is important that he be convicted (via guilty
pleas) for both transactions. No other target has
so much crimina! involvement and, as a result,
he must be treated differently. Although these
other areas of involvement might be taken into
account at sentencing if he were to plead to one
count, the reason for requiring the two-count plea
.is not simply to increase his potential sentence.
Rather, there must be a public and judicial acknowledgement of illegality and guilt in the areas of

hergate and Fielding because (1) in those areas
he played such a .central role and (2) the crimes
are serious and distinct.
Will Ehrlichman accept this? There are
distinct advantages to him if he does. First,
it will dispose of all other potential charges,
including perjury, Kraft and Nixon wiretapping, and
any potential charges floating around in the areas
of ITT and misuse of the IRS. Secondly, it will
as a legal matter dispose of the California burglary
charge and, as a practical matter, dispose of the
state perjury charge. Third, it saves him the
expense and anguish of at least t~vo trials and
perhaps more if he is to be charged for Kraft,
Donald Nixon, ITT and IRS. Fourth, it will probably
save him some time in jai!. It’s better to plead
than be convicted in separate trials for sentencing
purposes. And, as a practical matter, pleading to
two felonies will probably not mean more jail time
than pleading to one felony. If this became a
point of resistance in the plea negotiations,
perhaps a recommendation of concurrent sentences
could be offered to break the impasse. If Ehrlichman
is not convinced, how~er, we should be prepared
to indict and try him on all potential charges.
The.~e is one set of circumstances under which
a plea to one count might be acceptable. If
Ehrlichman gave us an offer of proof that we conscientiously believed was full and complete as to
Ehrlichman’s knowledge of Co!son, Haldeman, Mitchell
and the President then thought should be given to
allowing Ehrlichman to plead to a one-count felony
in return for his cooperation. But, in any event,
any plea to a one-count information mush include
a detailed and clear description (as overt acts,
for example) of his knowledge, approval and participation in the Watergate cover-up and the Fielding
break-in. In this event, Ehrlichman can plead
either to a §1503 (15 years) or §241 (10 years)
violation as long as both areas of involvement are
described in the information. I would prefer a
§241 (10 years) information which includes the
Watergate cover-up as overt acts, but this is not
crucial. The point is, however, that Ehrlichman
is in such a weak bargaining position that he should
not be allowed to plead to one felony (especially a
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mere 5-year felony) and dispose of all state and
federal liability, unless he can give us quite a
bit in return. Ehrlichman’s one of the few-targets
who was involved in everyhhing and also knows
everybody else’s involvement. He must be treated
accordingly.

cc:

File~o.,°/
Chron
Merrill
Breyer
Bakes

SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPAF.TMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
To

: Leon Jawor ski

DATE: January 14, 1974

William H. Merrill

SUBJECT: Ehrlichman Plea
The recent discussions with Ehrlichman and his counsel
which indicate the possibility of some kind of a plea from
him makes it essential that we finalize our views on this
matter.
My first preference would be to require a plea to two
fe!onies, i.e., the Fielding break-in and the Watergate coverup. This could be justified by virtue of Ehrlichman’s wideran~ing activities in these and other areas.
If Ehrlichman will not go beyond pleading to one felony,
then I would recommend that.we require him to plead to the
Fielding break-in. The impd~tance of the Watergate coverup could be recognized by structuring the Fielding charge so
as to include the Watergate cover-up as one of the overt acts
(this would be consistent with Mitchell’s testimony). Another
way of recognizing the importance of the Watergate cover-up
would be by including it as a separate count in a multiple
count Information. In either event we would be making it clear
to the public that Ehrlichman was involved in both these areas
and all the facts against him in both areas could be brought
to the attention of the sentencing judge. The plea to the
Fielding break-in has the additional advantages of being the
only charge that would be a legal bar to the California case
and having a i0 year maximum penalty.
One related matter involves the amount of cooperation
(or at least truthful testimony) we should receive in return
for accepting such a plea. It should be understood that we
expect Ehrlichman to testify fully and honestly regarding
everyone and everything and he should be made aware that if he
does not do so he is subject to being charged for any future
perjury. There are some who feel that we should not accept
any plea from Ehrlichman unti! he has demonstrated his cooperation by actually testifying before the Grand Jury on all the
matters in which he is involved. I do not agree with this
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strategy. I think the advantage of obtaining a plea, and
obtaining it now, outweighs the delay involved in obtaining
such testimony, evaluating it against other testimony we now
have or would have to obtain later and debating with him whether
he had or had not been fully cooperative. I believe the threat
of future perjury charges is as strong a force for cooperation
as any other approach. We could protect ourselves to a large
extent by requiring that he agree to go before the Grand Jury
immediately and not wait until after his sentencing as Krogh
has done.
In our acceptance of this plea, it should be made clear
that we will make no reco_mmendation as to the sentence or as
to any bar association disciplinary action.
I think we should giveBall our answer quickly and
should expect that he would respond right after he sees what
Krogh gets on January 24.

Leon Jaworski

FROM

DATE:

January 15., 1974

: Charles R. Brayer

SU~ECr: Ehrlichman’ s Plea
I have read the memoranda of William Merrill
and Phil Bakes dated January14, 1974 on the
Ehrlichman plea and find myself taking a position
between the two. We are all in agreement that a
plea to two counts --Fielding and Watergate-- is
highly preferable to a lesser disposition. However,
under .certain circumstances we would be willing
.~
to accept a plea to a single count. I believe
that we should only take this single count plea
if such a count incorporates in its allegations
both theFielding break-in and the Watergate cover-up.
I also believe that such a plea should not be conditioned-~pon a~detai~d offer of proof.
As ’to a plea to the "Fielding break-in"alone
it has been suggested~hat we could allege the
Watergate cover-up inthe same information and
subsequently dismiss that charge at time of sentencing.
My disagreement with this disposition lies in my
belief that.we have an overriding obligation to
exposeto public view our full investigation .into.
the nature of the wrongdoing and to identify those
persons responsible. An accusation in ~n information
that Ehrlic-hman was jointly responsibl~for the
Watergate cover-up is just that, and were it to
be dismissed, we have failed to meet our responsibility for resolving the issue of guilt.
For this reason, and in viewof Eh~lichman’s
broad scope of involvement in major areas of our
investigation, a plea. to a one-count information
should constitute an admission that Ehrlichman was
responsible for, at the very least, the Watergate
cover-up as well as the Fielding break-in.

REP~,’ODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARRIVES

Equally though I find it unacceptable to insist
upon a detailed offer of proof from Ehrlichman as
a condition to offering him a plea to a single
count. The difficulty here lies with the suggestion that we are bargaining for the "quality" of
his testimony. All we can insist upon is Ehrlichman’s
truthful and complete cooperation in every area of
our invistigation. We should not condition acceptance of. a plea on whether Ehrlichman will incriminate
Colson, Haldeman or anyone else.
In sum, I believe that we can satisfy our
need to know the nature of Ehrlichman’s testimony
by discussing with him the allegations of the
information which he is prepared to admit~ Thus,
a guilty plea to an information which sets out in
detail specific allegations dealing with both the
Watergate cover-up and the Fielding break-in would,
in my opinion, be a proper disposition.

cc :

Files
Chron
Merrill
Bakes
BreyerJ

Messrs. Merrill, Breyer,
Bakes

June 20, 1974

Philip A. Lacovara

Voir ~ire, in..Fieldingcase

In light o~ the obvious publlcity problems
involved in your upcoming trial, you should be
especially careful in seeing to it that Judge
Gesell follows the volt dire procedures approved
by the Court of Appea--~ o~cases involving substantial pre-trial pub1%~Ity. Richard welnberg
of my staff is fully.famillar wi~ these procedures and can advise you on the positions to
take, especially with respect to individual
examination of prospective Jurors who may have
some extra-Judlcial knowledge of the case.

cc:

Mr. Ruth

Mr. Welnberg

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

DATE:

July 24, 1974

Philip A. Lacovarj
Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor

su~.c’r: United States v. Ehrlichman -- Dismissal of//~
Count Under 18 U.S.C. §1001

On the basis of the attached memoranda, I
recommend an appeal in the above-captioned case.

Appeal Authorized
No Appeal

Attachments
cc :

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.

Ruth
Merrill
Breyer
Neal
Ben-Veniste
Gevlin

7/25/74 IJto PLacovara:
Phil: I am not enthusiastic abnut t his
approval. It will mean nothing in
the end as far as this case is
concerned. If you feel strongly
about the matter, o.k.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

: William H. Merrill
Associate Special~r

DATE: July 23, 1974

Philip A. Lacovar~J
Counsel to the SpeCtral
Prosecutor

SU~ECT: John D. Ehrlichman -- Dismissal of Count
’ unde~ 18 U.S.C. ~i001
Yesterday Judge Gesell filed an opinion and order granting
a judgment of acquittal notwithstanding the verdict in connection with the count against John Ehrlichman under 18 U.S.C.
§i001 charging that he violated the False Statement Act by
deliberately lying to FBI agents interviewing him. Please
submit promptly to me and to the Special Prosecutor your
recommendation as to whether an appeal should be taken.
For your information, it is my view that an appeal is
justified in this case. First, while it is undeniable that
Judge Gesell had some reason for taking the position he did,
there are substantial countervailing arguments that stand a
good chance of being accepted by the appellate courts. You
are, of course, familiar with the memoranda of law drafted by
Maureen Gevlin and submitted to Judge Gesell in an effort to
convince him to uphold this count. Similar memoranda have been
successful in leading Judge Sirica to hold that Section 1001 can
be used against persons who lied to the FBI in oral interviews.
(As is indicated, the applicability of Section I001 is relevant
in the Watergate context since defendants Mitchell and.Ehrlichman are each charged in that case with a violation.of that
statute on facts similar to those faced by Judge Gesell.)
Second, while Judge Gesell, I think deliberately, has cast
his decision as an "acquittal," it is my view that his decision
can be appealed. Normally, of course, acquittals are not
appealable but substance rather than form governs in this area
and it is currently an open question whether a post~verdict
ruling by a judge actually constitutes an acquittal for these
purposes when he is making an essentially legal rather than
factua! determination concerning the scope and applicability
of a criminal statute. The appealability questions ~are icurrently
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before the Supreme Court in two cases in which the Court
granted the government’s certiorari petitions on May 28, 1974
(United States v. Jenkins, No. 73-1513; United States v.
Wilson, No. 73-1395). Therefore, it is certainly a reasonable
and responsible course to proceed on the assumption that Judge
Gesell’s decision~is appealable.
Under 18 U.S.C. ~3731, we have 30 days from the entry
of the judgment to note an appeal. In order to allow the
Special Prosecutor to make his determination with full
opportunity for necessary reflection, please submit your
recommendations as soon as possible.

cc:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Jaworski
Ruth
Neal
Breyer
Glazer
Gevlin
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
FOR THE DISTRICT
CR. CASE NO. 74-i16

)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

)

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
)
J01{N EHRLICHMAN, et al.,

)

)
Defendants

)

)
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN D. EHRLICHM~N
DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA

)
) SS:
)

JOHN D. EHRLICIIMAN, being duly sworn, on oath deposes
and says:
The following narrative account of the formation and
authorization of the investigation of the theft of the Pentagon
Papers and subsequent events, going to the. question of the
President’s instructions, authorization and approval, is made
in response to the Court’s request of April 19, 1974.

The Penta~rs Theft:
In mid-June, 1971, it was learned at the ~ite House
that part of the 47-volume secret study of the Viet Nam War
had been copied and delivered to the New York Times and other
papers.
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In the week or ten days thereafter, I participated in
several meetings with the President and Henry Kissingero The
latter told us about Daniel Ellsberg (known to have been the
thief).
We were told he was a fanatic, known to be a drug abuser
and in knowledge of very critical defense secrets of current
validity, such as nucl.ear deterrent targeting.
Having never heard of Ellsberg before the theft of the
Papers, my impression from Kissinger’s description was that the
Nation was presented with a very serious potentia! security
problem beyond the theft of the largely historical Pentagon Papers
I later learned that the Papers themselves were believed by defense experts to contain vital secrets.
Dr. ]<issinger told the President that the theft made very
difficult our foreign relations with Allies with whom we shared
classified information°
In these meetings both the President and Dr. Kissinger
were obviously deeply concerned. The latter was quite agitated
at times.
The President made very clear his instructions that the
Department of Justice should seek restraint of publication of
the Papers and should vigorously investigate to determine those
guilty of their theft and compromise. I transmitted his instructions to the Attorney General and I believe he did so
directly on several occasions.
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The APparent Cons..~D_ira_gp_y_:
As the Justice Department investigation proceeded, I
heard or was told several times that Ellsberg was a part of a
conspiracy.
On July 6, 1971, the President and I met with the Attorney General. He told us that he believed Ellsberg had Communist ties and was part of a conspiracy. The President said,
in substance, that we must learn who was involved and quickly
bring them to justice.
At around the same time, the Assistant Attorney General
for internal security, called me to advise that an "intercept"
established that some or all of the Papers had been delivered to
the Soviet Embassy here. I told the President of this call.
F oB.Io reports (which I either saw or was told of) suggested that a group in Massachusetts had caused the Papers to
be duplicated in Cambridge; one of them was believed to be an
employee of the New York Times. Ellsberg w~rked in California
at the times

I told the President of this F.B.I. advice.

The F.B.Io :

For some months prior to June, 1971, and virtually until
his death, J. Edgar Hoover was the object of the President’s

criticism on a number of grounds: The F.B.I. Director refused
to enlist "the Bureau in the Administration’s effort to suppress
Narcotics Traffic; the President was known to feel that the F~B~I.
effort against domestic sabotage and violence was inadequate;
file containing a complete catalogue of problems, marked "The
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Company Director" exists in the possession of the Government°
In late Jum~ and early July, the F.BoI. effort in the
Pentagon Papers case was the subject of Assistant Attorney
General Mardian’s strong criticism. On his assumption of responsibility in mid-July, ~’~-o Krogh joined in that criticism.
During this period the Attorney General advised me, and
I told the President, that Mr. Hoover had disciplined one of
the F.B.I. ’s top officials for ordering an F.B.Io interv~iew of
Ellsberg’s father-in-law. The disciplinary papers are known by
me to be in the possession of the Government.
It is against this background that the Young-Krogh unit
was established by the President and expressly given the job of
investigating Ellsberg.
The Genesis of The Unit:
On July 2, 1971, the President instructed me:

(1)

To recruit someone to take ,full responsibility
to "handle the Ellsberg case, " or words of
that substance, and to take charge of the
investigation of the conspiracy;

(2)

To propose Richard Allen, formerly of the
Kissinger staff, to do so, or see]< alternate
candidates; and

(3)

To "stick with domestic matters" myself, finding
someone with whom the ’President could work
directly on the leak problem.
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Five days later, the President went to San Clemente
without a choice having been made. Several.people were asked
to make suggestions.
At this time the concept was that the person chosen would
lead and prod people in the Departments and Agencies, without
direct White House involvemento
q~e President continued to urge vigorous attention to
the problem of leaks of secrets. He stressed the great problem
these leaks made for those charged with conducting Forei~ Policy
and maintaining National. Defense.

The Damaqe Assessment:

As the litigation with newspapers progressed (June 15 July 7), various damage assessments were prepared by experts.
For example, the Director of the National Security Agency,
Admiral Guyler, prepared in Affidavit form a description of how
the Pentagon Papers Theft had damaged the Nation’s security.
This Affidavit was transmitted to the U.So Attorney, Southern
District of New York. The President was told of some of these
assessments.
The Formation of The Unit:
On July 12, 1971, in his office at San Clemente, the
President met with Assistant Attorney Genera! Mardian and several
/

others, including me.
He told the President of the progress of the Justice Depaftment efforts, named others believed to be a part of the theft
conspiracy, and described some of the damage from the theft.
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The President’s sense of urgency was heightened by
this meeting. He was not satisfied with Mr. Mardian’s report
and insisted upon an early designation of a White House man-incharge o
Three days before David Young was proposed as a possible
choice. The decision was made to make him jointly responsible
with Egil Krogh (who was due in San Clemente from Viet Nam the
following Friday).
I sent for Young to come from Washington; he arriv9~
July 14. Dr. Kissinger then objected to Young being assigned
to the Unit from his staff, on the ground that he had other proposed uses for him°
In a conversation among the President, Henry Kissinger
and me(attended by H. R. Haldeman), July 15, the President decided Young should be assigned to the Unit.
On Saturday, July 17, I told Young and Krogh of the foregoing events, of the President’s sense of urgency and his assignments. They were to immediately return to Washington, assimilate
all current facts, decide how to stimulate the various Government
Units to plug future possible leaks, decide how to move the
Justice Department’s Ellsberg-Conspiracy Investigation to an
early and successfu! conclusion and be prepared to work directly
with the~President, at his option,j or through me, if they needed
help.
The President returned to Washington Sunday, July 18.
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7The SALT Leak:

During the week of July 19, 1971, the media carried a
story which disclosed this Coun~try’s secret negotiating strategy

in the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty negotiations with the
Russians.

In my presence, both the President and members of the
Nationa! Security Council staff expressed deep concern and even
agitation about the damaging effect of this leak.
When the President discussed leaks with Egil Krq~h and
me, on July 24, 1971, he demanded that Krogh find those responsible for the SALT leak, resorting to polygraph tests regardless
of Government employees’ objections, and gave the clear impression to me that Krogh was to use extraordinary measures to
carry out his assignment.
This conversation with Krogh left me with the belief
that now Krogh had a one-on-one relationship with the President,
which accomplished the assignment given me by the President
July 2, to find someone to take over the Ellsberg matter.
Both before and after the Krogh meeting, July 24, the
President also gave me instructions to pass along to Krogh and
Young. Invariably when they made recommendations, jointly or
Severally, the President concurred. His only criticism of their
effort was that it was not vigorous enough.
The Unit was ordered to investigate on some date which
could probably be determined from my notes (now in the Government’s custody). Mr. Krogh complained of the F.B,I.’s failure
to cooperate fully in the Ellsberg investigation. I discussed
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the problem with the Attorney General. He advised me of a continuing problem with Mr. Hoover. I recall specifically Mr. Krogh
complaining that the FoBoI. had not even designated the~ Ellsberg
case as a primary or priority case.
I advised Krogh of my talk with the Attorney General,
and he recommended that some of the Unit’s people be sent out
to quickly complete the California investigation of Ellsbergo
I told the President of these conversations, sometime
between July 26 and August 5, as nearly as I can now ~econstruct
it.

He responded that Krogh should, of course, do whatever
he considered necessary to get to the bottom of the matter--to
learn what Ellsberg’s motives and potential further harmful
action might be.
I told Krogh, in substance, that he should do whatever
he considered necessary.
On August 6, I left Washington for a period of 5 days.
’August ii was my first full day back in the office.
Sometime later, I initialled and wrote on a Memorandum,
dated August ii, in which 1<rogh and Young proposed that the investigation include a covert attempt to learn what Ellsberg may
have disclosed to Dr. Fielding. In my opinion, this was well
within the President’s mandateo
So far as I am personally concerned, I was not aware of
any intent on anyone’s part to break into Dr. Fie!ding’s premises
before that occurrence.
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Statements Subseguent to March 20, 1973:
On at least two occasions, the President spoke about the
Fielding break-in, in my presence.
April 18, 1973, between 7:00 and 8:00 P.M., .the President
was in Aspen Lodge, at Camp David. In my presence, he called
Henry Peterson, then Assistant Attorney General.
Since April 15, the President had been working closely
with Peterson on fastnbreaking developments in the Watergate
ca se.

It was clear Go me that they were discussing the Fielding
break-in.
The President said, in substance:
You and your Department stay out of that. That is
strictly a National Security matter. I know you have
to enforce the laws but as President, I have to protect the National Security and that comes first. As
President, I am instructing you to take no action
whatever on that matter.
W]%en he hung Up, the President told me they had been discussing the Fielding break-in. He said, in substance, that the
break-in was in furtherance o~ National Security and fully justified by the circumstances; moreover, if Justice got into it, it
would be just a matter of time before the WASAG-Ieak case would
be public knowledge, and he would not permit such damage to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff if.he could prevent it.
On a date during the first few days in May, 1973, Egil
Krogh asked me to secure the President’s approval of his disclosure of the Ellsbe~g matter to Attorney General-designate
Elliott Richardson.
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I saw the President in the Oval Office.

He consented to Krogh doing so. At that time, he said
in substance:
While I (the President) did not know of the break-in
attempt in advance, I surely recognize the valid National
Security reasons why it was done. I want Krogh to explain
them carefully to Elliott who is new in the job.
The President indicated his after-the-fact approval of
this effort to secure.evidence of Ellsberg’s motives_and ~otentia]
I expressed the hope that Krogh would not be permitted to
suffer for an event which he had every reason to assume was within the scope of the President’s charter to him.
The President gave me the impression that he would not.

adsm D. ~EHRLICHMAN

SWORN TO ~D SUBSCRIBED before me,
this ~9.4
day of APRIL, 1974.

My Con~nission Expires

